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FINAL REPORT ON PROJECT 2-131

PROPOSALS Teaching the Large Class at the Undergraduate Level

FOREWORD

In the summer of 1970, a study (Project 2-131) was undertaken
at the Lane Community College, Eugene, Oregon, under auspices of the
Educational Coordinating Council, in an attempt to explore the effective-
ness of certain organizational patterns in teaching a large class at
the undergraduate level. The course in which the study was pursued
was in United States history, taught by Peter K. Simpson assisted by
Nancy Smith and Robert Ashton, two teaching assistants, and 13 student
leaders. The project was conducted during a full-year, three-term
course, granting three credit hours per term.

This final report of Project 2-131 is organized as Follows:
CHAPTER I presents a review of related research and a summary of the
implications of that research as it pertains to the proiect. After a
statement of objectives and assumptions, CHAPTER II deals with a
description of the class organization and actual operation--the large
class lecture sessions, the small class discussion grating, the leader
seminars, administrative considerations, and the project evaluations
by the instructional staff.

CHAPTER III provides an independent evaluation of the large
class project, including an account of the sources of data, a descrip
tion of the questionnaire instrument and its use, and an analysis of
the findings in light of project objectives.

This chapter is followed by a CONCLUSION and Postscript and by
the Appendix, which supplies the grant proposal objectives, and copies
of the questionnaires themselves.



CHAPTER I

A REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROJECT

There are many myths that develop in any institution and for-

mal education has not been denied its share. Class size as it

relates to the teaching-learning environment is most certainly the

most formidale cf these myths. In addition and closely related,

there is a whole domain of assumptions made about various teaching

techniques.

These myths and assumptions continua in snite of many years

of investigation and a large number of studies to the contrary. Tt

is the intent of this chapter to examine briefly two general sources

that summarize the empirical research on class size, teaching techni-

ques and learning especially as they may pertain to the college level.

In a monograph e titled The Teaching-Learning Paradox, Robert

Dubin and Thomas Taveggia review and re-analyze ca. forty years `J.

research dealing with methods of instruction at the college level.1

Their conclusions are unequivocal:

The evidence is all in upon which we may base our conclu-
sions about the relative utility of given methods of college
teaching, when this utility is measured through final examina-
tions: There are nódiffrences tliat amount to anythIng.

1Robert DUbin and Thomas C. Taveggia, The'Teachirg-Learning
Paradox: A Comparative Analysis'of College TeadhiiigAe hods --(Eugene,
Oregon: Center for the Advanced Study of Educationa=c0Erstration
University of Oregon, 1968).

2
Ibid., p. B. .
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To amplify further, they examined independent study vs. "face-

to-face instructional procedures" research and found that college

students passed ". . . their course examinations with equal facility

and level of performance."
3

This result was al o found to be the

case in all other comparisons of various "face-to-face instructional

procedure.

In their lead chapter, "The Issues Posed," Dubin and Taveggia

suggest that there are at least three factors that Characterize the

teaching-learning situation at the college level:

(1) voluntarism on the part of the student in choosing
the subjects of instruction; (2) a knowledge base possessed
by the student for making judgments about the content and
quality of instruction received, judgments which, in turn,
influenced the voluntary choices made; and (3) the complex of
culturally derived expectations and behaviors which cprIse
what we loosely summarize as the motivation to learn.

These points are raised to suggest elements in the teaching-learning

situation that might be fruitful to take into account when doing

research at the college level of instruction. In addition, on the

basis of their examination of self-study, the authors raise the ques-

tion of the role of printed material in learning. "The book rather

than the instructor becomes the teacher."5 When discussing policy

decisions either by teachers or administrators related to teaching

techniques (class size then becoming an important element) Dubin

and Taveggia suggest that it is not research but ideology whIch settles

3Ibid., p. 33.

L.
Ibid., p. 7.

5
Ibid., p. 2. The suggestion also comes through in this source

and others--some based on researdh, others not--that a student's peers
may also be a student's "teachers?' under various formal and informal
situations.



matters about what methods a teacher uses or the size of class teachers

will have at the college level. Por example, if there appears to be no

difference in methodology of teaching-learning, the advocates of very

Eiall seminars as well as those who advocate large lecture groups can

equally assert that their preference is not disproven by research to be

less productive in student learning.
6 Thereby, advocates of a parti-

cular method, whether instructors or administrators, may continue to

argue for one format of instruction over another. This is evident when

classrooms are constructed which restrict variation of class size to

any sUbstantial degree, or when for reasons of economy, universities

employ at the lower undergraduate level very large-lecture sections to

the exclusion of any other instructional method. Policy decisions

on matters of this kind cannot be supported or denied on the basis of

the present state of research.
7

William Vincent did an extensive review of the research deal-

ing with the relation of class size to learning. At all levels of

schooling, the evidence appears to be mixed and inconclusive. Review-

ing the studies related to college-level class size, Vincent, with only

one exception, found no significant statistical differences in student

achievement measured either by tests or class marks when class size

was varied along with the technique of instruction (e.g., large classes-

lecture small classes-discussion).

6Ibid., p. 9.

7
Ibid.

8William S. Vincent, "Class Size," in Encyclopedia of Educa-
tional Research, ed. by Robert L. Ebel (4th ed. London: The Macmillan
Co., 1969), pp. 141-146.
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The author by implication suggests that class-size policy is

established an the basis of factors other than empirical research at

all levels of schooling. These factors may be labeled external (i.e.,

the community paying the cost of low student-teacher ratic) and internal

(schOol facilities and physical space determining class size).

Given the above consiierations, the originators of the project

at Lane Community College made certain assumptions and course plans

based on research findings as well as on their own experience:

Set vp a ro.ect to include a va iety of teaching

methods (lecture discussion project etc The variety

itself may offer something for everyone, but will economize

the major instructor's time in certain functions (major

lectures) so that he can increase his time for other func-

tions (increased office hours for one-to-one contact).

Include in the .rolect a carefully selected but limited

number (at any one time) of printed materials (books course

outlines, etc.).

Add to the "Instructional force" carefully

students as small group discussion leaders

Maintain a position that voluntary class attendance

not a universal practice at Lane clearly actaeptable.

Roil will not be taken.

If there is little evidence one way or another that students

learn better by one teaching technique or another, or that class size

important, or that attending class on a regular basis affects stu-

dent performance, why not provide a teaching situation with a high

degree of flexibility that economizes teacher time in the formal class-



room setting? The basic assumption, given the above, was that stu-

dent performance should not suffer.

This assumption could be monitored, in part, by asking students

their perceptions of the prolect in its various aspects as the year

went on.

It also seemed reasonable in light of the vast array of "tightly

designed" statistical studies on class size and teaching methods which

collectively show little significance, that the evaluation of the pro-

ject might well be far less rigidly structured in the traditional

sense. The evaluation would to a large extent depend on what the stu-

dents who participate in the project have to sav about it. They would

be the ones most directly affected (or unaffected) by being in the

project.

The use of students' grade profiles from the Project, matched

to previous grade profiles given by the same instructor in prior ye

was assumed to be an adequate if crude additional measure for prolect

evaluation. In addition, keeping gross attendance records (number of

people attending) might give some indication of student interest in

light of the voluntary nature of class attendance. It would appear

from the evidence examined that regular attendance is essentially unre-

lated to student performanc

On these ideas the project was developed. Its description in

detail will come next.



CHAPTER II

CLASS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

Introduction

This portion of the report deals with the development of the

course throughout the year. It is an account of what went on in the

class and what was done on a continuing basis to help achieve the

goals outlined in the grant proposal under objectives A through D.
1

The approach will be a historical cne, but the organization will be

topical in order to better accomplish the following: 1) explain the

development of instructional techniques and methods in the large

class, the discussion leader seminars, and the discussion groups;

2) show the interrelationships and the functions of these techniques

and methods in the large class, leader seminars, and discussion groups;

and 3) include the instructor's evaluation of these technicues and

methods in terms of his own efficiency and effectiveness.

The overall structure of the ccomse took its form from the two

basic assumptions that 1) student morale and performance could be main-

tained through student-led, small-class participation at the same time

that 2) teacher efficiency and effectiveness could be Improved through

large-class scheduling and presentation. Thus, the body of the report

will follow the course structure dealing first with the large class

1See Grant Proposal, Appendix A, pp. 4-12.

10
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second with the small class, third with administrative considerations,

and fourth with instructor evaluations.

The Large ClassLecture Session

Mondays and Fridays of each -ieek were given over to full 50-

minute class meetings in a large auditorium equipped with a wide var-

iety of audio-visual facilities and instructional aids, and with

potmitial seating for 500 students. This gave flexibility in the class-

room environment, It also afforded an wportunity to use a variety of

teaching techniques--"Smorgasbord " as this arrangement came to be

called among staff members and students alike.

Standard syllabi incorporating these plans and describing the

course were handed out to the students at the begin.ing of each term

work. Instructional objectives couched in procedural and descrip-

tive material, were clarified by statements made in class by the

instructor as the term progressed. Eventually, these objectives were

included in weekly study guides given the students throoughout each of

the three terms.

Instructional Objectives

Same of the most important goals of the course were those most

difficult to measure. Though there are no real data either to confirm

or deny achievement of these goal , they gave shape and purpose to all

other measurable objectives of the course. There were two main goals.

The first goal was to impart a sense of America's cultural distinctive-

ness through a process of continually identifying, or having the stu-

dents identify, developing habits and traditions which contrasted with

ii



developing habits and traditions in other cultures, emphasizing, where

possible, the component forces of what is called "the American Way of

Life" (e.g., the unique frontier experience, the pursuit of material

ends, or the relative classlessness of American society) and making

comparisons with certain other cultures. The second goal was to hell/

students develop a keener sense of "self" by encouraging them to look

for tne sources of values, beliefs, prejudices, and attitudes which

corresponded to their own values, beliefs, prejudices, and attitudes--

i.e., to look for clues in the past which would help them to better

identify heniselves within the greater identity of the American nation-

state whi h encompasses them (e.g. the Puritan doctrine -If the "calling"

and hard work, the other side of racial pride which is racial intolerance,

the on-going American sense of mission, or the belief in progress).

Both of these objectives were communicated to students throughout the

year at appropriate junctures where the course material afforded good
2

examples of the kinds of facts and ideas which relate to "the self."

Cnncrete instrwItional objectives were directly related to con-

tent learning and only secondarily to attainment of the proiect object-

ives of morale, effectiveness, and efficiency. They are reviewed here

simply because the methods used to teach the course and achieve pro-

ject objectives stemmed di ctly from instructional objectives. The

several concrete objeatives students were to try to achieve were: 1) to

demonstrate an examinations a knowledge of cause and effect relation-

ships (historical process), and multi-causal relationships (historical

complexity) leading to such events as the English colonization of

2Ibid., p. 6.



America, the formation of the Constitution of the United States, the

Civil War, the period of Progressive Reform, etc.; 2) to show on

examinations some mastery of historical concepts such as mer anti-

lism, political liberalism or conservatism, Jacksonian democracy,

industrialism, nationalism sectionalism, etc. 3) to be able to

recognize and describe on examinations and in a questionnaire at the

end of the course the nature of certain basic themes in American

history such as war, revolution, idealism, imperialism the struggle

between liberty and order, the development of the American conscience

and the on-going power of the American dream, etc., and to be able

to recognize the relationship between the historical periods which

they had studied and these major themes to which they had been

exposed;
3 4) to be able to demonstrate on examinations through ampro

riete questions the relevance of the above cause-and-effect relation-

ships, concepts and themes to an understanding of America today;

5) to be able to show on examinations, in small discussion groups,

and in class some recognition of what it means to read carefully

and critically, by reading selected essays and answering oral and

written questions about them; 6) to be able to use the tools of a

historian, including the intervi 14, the use of original source

materials, the application of the "rules of evidence," and the

development of techniques of organization and presentation, in a

group project in which they were to help choose a topic, research it

and present it to the class in coherent form.

3 rbid., p. 34-36.

13
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Ttudy Guides

The functions of the weekly study guides were developed as the

course progressed; these developments stemmed from dir-ussion leader

and student feedback and from formal questionnaires administered during

the year. When it became clear that the course term syllabi were not

sufficiently directed toward course objectives, the study guide for-

mat was changed to include course objectives in the following manner:

1) by distilling and editing textb ok and lecture materials and organiz-

ing them into important objective elated topics followed by thought-

provoking questions; by serving as vehicles for announcing well in

advance the topics for weekly lectures and discussion groups; 3) by

including a very few selected optional readings; and 4) by emphasizing

neoes of a few people or events which were deemed important. This

change made the study guides more valuable than the syllabi in the

students' minds; by winter term the study guides were essentially

weekly syllabi.

Special study guides were used to help students with assigned

supplemental reading. These guides, designed to help clarify the

course objectives, were also related to the development of careful

and critical reading habits. They were handed out for each essay

book assigned and were used as the basis for discussions in both the

large class and the small discussion groups. Questions were incorpo-

rated on tests to elicit information about the content of the reading

and about the student's critical evaluation of the reading from the

standpoint of author bias, the climate of "opinion" in which it was

written, and other criteria of judgment. The performance level on

14
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these test questions was generally satisfacto

Lectures

M nday classes were devoted to lectures which were designed 1) to

pose questions and major themes, ideas, and concepts related to each

week's work, and 2) to expose students to a historian's way of thinking.
5

It was not a function of the lectures to repeat or rehash textbook mater-

ial for its own sake. Students who had diff5culty with textbook reading

were encouraged to discuss these problems with the instructor during any

of his 20 available office hours, or consult with the teaching assistants

during any of their five office hours per week. Since sufficient time

was provided to accommodate the students, many took advantage of this

opportunity for consultation.

The lecture format incorporated a good deal of variety on the

assumption that variety could improve morale if a proper balance were

achieved between inductive and deductive methods, the use of audio-

visual aids and attention-getting devices, the combining of informal,

loosely structured approaches and more formal, tightly structured

approaches This emphasis on variety came from implications arising

out of Lewis Goldberg's studies on the relationship between teaching

methods and student performance and from information obtained from

4The one time we did not hold a class discussion of an assigned
book in the large class, was also the one time we failed to get a good
performance on the test. It must be inferred that the study guides
alone, apart from class discussion, were not of sufficient help to stu-
dents. (All study guides referred to in this segment as well as syllabi
for each term's work are in the files of the principal investigator.)

5
The latter refers to the "emulative model" of the teacher which

Jerome Bruner discusses in his book, Jerome Bruner, Toward a Theory of
Instruction, pp. 124-125.

IC
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Dubin and Taveggia's The Teaching-Learning Paradox.
6

Both studies

revealed that there were no measurable correlations between teaching

methods and student performance as measured by tests and that the im-

nact of different teaching methods was distinguished only in affective

responses such as hmproved morale. The clear implication was that the

use of continually changing methods might be even better classroom

morale ana would still have no adverse effect on performance.

A few general conclusions were drawn from evaluation question-

naires asking for student resnonses to these methods.
7

For one thing

since tests were inevitably linked to lectures, an overlong period of

informal, loosely structured lectures adversely affected student morale.

Secondly, dialogue in the large class, though an effective way to get

the class intellectually "involved," ended by including only a very

few participants. Since the use of dialogue on a continuing basis

brought diminishing returns in student morale, it was used less and

less as the year progressed. Thirdly, informal lectures coula be used

more often if diagrams, outlines or Maps were used. Students pre-

ferred a friendly, informal atmosphere as long as clarity and structure

were preserved. In all of this the main point seemed to be that variety

was considered beneficial; the "cut and dried" lecture approach was

not considered desirable.

Whether "cut and dried" or informal, all lectures required

planning. One note of caution must be entered at this Point. So much

p. 3 and6Grant Proposal/ Robert Dubin and Thomas C. Taveggia, The
Teaching-Learning Paradox: A Comparative Analysis of College Teaching
Meihods pp 11-23.

7
See Appendix C. Evaluation Questionnaire, number 2, particu-

larly questions 5 and 9.
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of the success of the project seemed to depend upon the discussion

groups that instructor time was inadvertently channeled into discussion

leader training far more than into lecture session planning, largely

because of the instructor s mistake in not recognizing earlier that the

success of the lectures and the success of the discussions were inter-

dependent. Anyone wishing to follow a similar format must he aware of

a very real tendency, particularly during the first term, to over-

emphasize the discussion aspect of the course to the detriment of

lectures and other equally important matters.

An additional comment might be made concerning lecture effec-

tiveness. During fall term it was discovered that a single theme like

revolution or war lent itself to a un2c" approach whenever it came

into major focus in such incidents as thc American Revolution or the

Civil War. The "unit" approach simply mea, that more than one week

could be spent on one theme, and the theme Lself could be dealt with

from several different points of view (e.g. , that of interpretive

history or that of single causation or that of t political scien-

tist or the scientist of revolution). Because of positive student

response to the two-week unit on the American Revolution, a five-week

unit was constructed around the Civil War, with guest lectures as well

as movies and panels to add to the variety. The staff and the discus-

sion leader evaluations judged this unit to be the most succes ful

single large class endeavor of the year--successful in that it gave

an opportunity to focus on nearly all the course objectives through

one major topic, e.g., cau.. 1 relationships concepts themes, and

contemporary relevance. The unit approach undoubtedly recommends it-

self to other themes, but in the attempt to apply itt it was found



that few topics were as susceptible to this approach as was the Civil

War--possibly because not all topics were as emotionally Charged as

this one.

Friday Sessions

In the grant proposal the original object of the Friday session

was to provide instructor_ led advanced study sessions and study skills

ses-ions on alternate weeks.
8

This objective was not implemented for

two reasons. One was that Lane Community College already had a well-

developed study skills program with up-to-date equipment and a highly

qualified staff. Secondly, after consulting among staff members and

reviewing questionnaires taken for a similarly structured class at the

University of Oregon, it was concluded that the plan mIght seem discrimi-

natory--dividing the class into what U of 0 students called "eggheads"

and "dunce " to the detriment of overall morale.

Thus Friday sessions were constructed to provide yet another

source of instructional variety. However, it took time to achieve

this purpose. During the first term, the Friday session came to be a

t of "catchL.all" hour in which tests were given and handed back

evaluations taken, administrative procedures ahnounced, questions

answered, panels held, films shown guest lectures given, and infor-

mal talk sessions conducted--all depending on what had or had not been

accamplished in the two sessions earlier in the week. Plainly, the

Friday session had came to be a "make weight" for unanticipated defi-

ciencies in the other two sessions, particularly the discussion sessions.

8
Grant Proposal, pp. 5-6.
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But the second student questionnaire of fall term indicated that most

students felt the Friday sessions were not worth their time--that they

were too spontaneous and unpredictable. The corments did not suggest

less variety, only more careful planning.
9

During the second term, the first ten minutes of the Friday

session was used for announcements and the rest of the time either for

films guest lectures (which were popul ) panels, tests, or the

evaluations that were seheduled. The informal talk sessions and ques-

tion-and-answer periods were eliminated. Student response favored

these changes. Thus, it became clear that for Friday as well as for

Monday a variety of methods could be effective if the sessions them-

selves were well planned and structured. What students clearly approved

of in the large class setting was content structure, informality, and

10
variety.

Special Supportin acilities and Materials

Audio-Visual Aids. In the interests of both structure and

variety, audio-visual aids were used each term but with somewhat uneven

results. Movie films were the biggest problem. Good historical films

were expensive, and copyright laws prevented reproducing some excellent

television films. Consequently, films were mostly limited to those

from the Lane County Intermediate Education District film library, and

unfortunately, these w re not of very high quality. Also, several of

the students who lived in the Eugene-Springfield area had already seen

these films.

and 2.

9
Appendix C, EYaluation questionnaire, number 2, questions 1

10
. Chapter III, pp. :6567.
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Such problems were complicated by some admini trative mix-uns

with the Audio-Visual Aids center on campus. Consequently, only one

film was shown winter term--and that was a 20-minute student-made

film taken with modern documentary techniques from old photographs

and paintings and set to a recording of Stephen Vincent Benet's epic

poem, John Brown's Body. The quality, impact, and effectiveness of

this student film far exceeded that of the others previously used.

What is more, this film and a film made spring term are now on file

in the social science department, available for all U.S. history and

other classes at no charge. The Educational Coordinating Council

might obtain fruitful results from funding a project which would

bring instructors students, and audio-visual aid experts together to

build files of student-made films in various fields of study. This

class found it to be a stimulating, absorbing, and productive adven-

ture good students as well as for students who might not ordinarily

11
have become involved.

Handouts. Some criteria for using handouts were developed as

the year progressed. Though most of these criteria were the standard

criteria for such aids, the most important guidelines came from class-

room experience and each particular set of needs and problems as it

llcosts can be pared with this method. In calculations the
total cost of student filming for both terms (approximately $95) and
balancing this against the cost of projected film rentals (approxi-
mately $10 per film or $60 for 6 films)used over the period of both
terms, the least costly procedure seems to be rental. But the impact
of the two student-made films was approximately that which might have
been achieved through th(g use of good Life magazine or Rand-McNally
films produced within the last five years costing anywhere from $25
to $50 each to rent and somewhere over $300 each to buy.
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arose. It was discovered, for example, that the use of handouts was

more of a detriment than a help unless 1) there were no other forms of

information purveyed that would do the lob better; th y were brief

enough to be easily read; 3) they were prepared with the attributes of

economy and visual impact in mind; and 4) they were used in some way

(introduction of material, analysis, criticism) at the same time and

in the same class in which they ware handed out.

Not all of the handouts fitted the above c it ria. When they

did, they were advantageous from an instructional standpoint in both

the large and the small classes. In the large class it was felt they

were best used as diagrammatic, or tabular, or definitive illustra-

tions of lecture material; in the small class they were best used

when they reproduced selected segments of original sources such as

Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address or Wilson's dialogue with the Black

leaders. With class contact hours reduced these supports came to be

viewed as a necessary adjunct to both formal and informal class sessions.

However, student evaluations of their effectiveness were less bositive

than the instructor's and it may be that other kinds of illustrative

materials such as acetate overlays would serve better.

Tests. If there was any single area where student morale was

most at stake, and expectedly so, it was in the area of testing. No

matter how many techniques were used to help encourage student partici-

pation and involvement and to reduce the threat of the large class and

the lecture system, grading carried with it institutional and outside

pressures which were nearly impossible to overcome. One approach might
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have helped, that of using behavioral objectives in grading--i.e.,

awarding g ades on the basis of the nUmber of objectives students

acceptably aehieved. They were not used because they had not been

pre-tested and it was not clear how much additional preparation this

method would require in a program that was already demanding a substan-

tial departure from institutional norms.
12 Thus, the instructor was

thrown back on the older, qualitative point system of grading. The

task, then, was to use this system in a more profitable and less

threatening way than is generally the case.

The forms of testing used usually included a combination of

general essay and objective questions designed to measure the extent

to which students were achieving course objectives. All questions

were taken directly from topics and names on both the weekly study

guides and the reading study guides. In this way, students were

always aware of the questions that might be asked. The tests them-

sialves provided students with a choice of essay questions upon which

to write. Grading was done by the two teaching assistants who graded

and commented on each test; the instructor then reviewed the tests

before they were handed back. A system of points was used with the

total number of points calculated as letter grades for the final report.

"Make-ups" were possible throughout the term. Thus, students knew at

all times what the nature of the tests would be, what their point

12
In the middle of spring term a feasible plan came to our

attention whidh had been tested and could have been adapted to our needs,

but by then it was too late. See Kenneth Woodbury, Jr., "Systems
Approadh to Western Civilization," Junior College Journal, March 1971,
pp. 72-80.
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accumulation was, and what the requirements were for each of the avail-

able letter grades "A" through "F."13

It was felt that the testing should have been on a weekly basis

for all the reasons that learning psychologists suggest: immediate

reinforcement, concept development, and practice. However, adminis-

trative difficulties, teaching assistant schedules, and student

resistance to the idea led to the giving of tests twice or three times

a term as mid-terms and finals. Results on these tests were generally

good; ve y few students received "F's." In general, a slight difference

was detected in test performance scores from other classes taught pre-

viously by the class instructor. There were outstanding performances

and poor performances in about the proportion one might expect in any

course where grade points and curves are used. "B" work, however, seemed

more prevalent during spring term. This tendency seemed to be due to

1) the use oF tudy guides which gave the students a basis for test-

oriented study, and 2) the practice of calculating a significant, though

not unusually large number of drop-outs each term as part of the total

grade curve. On the whole, It was felt that the testing program met

fairly well the currently expressed student needs for predictability,

infrequency, and optional make-ups witimut sa rificing performance

standards in any way.

130ne option winter term left it up to the student to take a
final exam during the normally-scheduled time; if he was not satis-

fied with his grade after the second mid-term, he could take the
final and have the two highest test scores of the three averaged

together for his final number of points. This was intended for the
student's benefit, but it appeared to most students to be a punish-

ment for not having scored well enough on the two mid-terms. There

were many complaints, especially from those whose cumulative marks
were close to the border of the next highest grade. This feedback

led to a more successful option spring term.

23
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The Small Class--Peer Discussion u

Whereas the purpose of the large class was primarily to pro-

vide a variety of educational experiences for the class as a whole,

the purpose of the small class, or discussion group, was to provide

an opportunity for individual participation in the total educational

experience. Basic assumptions to this idea were 1) that students

could gain confidence in their own capacities for mastering the

material if they could ask questions and discuss problems of compre-

hension with their peers; 2) that a well-directed use of original

sour (excerpts from speeches, documents, letters, etc.) chosen

to lead students inductively to basic themes, concepts, and events

in American history, could be accomplished with greater effectiveness

in small discussion groups; 3 that peer exchange and g oun associa-

tion could produce in students a more comfortable, less threatened

attitude toward the course and hence toward its content (the dvna-

mica of socializing content that Bruner and others speak of);14 4)

that the above assptions could not be fairly tested unless the

instructor were removed from an active leadership role in the discus-

sion groups; and 5) that students themselves could be sufficiently

trained in course content and teaching techniques to make satisfactory

discussion leaders. It was felt that the discussion group experience

would support what went on in the large class very much as the large

class supported what went on in the groups. thus, it was hoped that

the discussion group experience would substantially aid students in

14
Bruner, op cit., pp. 124-125.
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adhieving the overall objectives of the grant. In short, it was

assumed that the discussion group under student leadership was the

heart of the experiment.

Discussion Leaders Selection. Obviously, the selection of

well-qualified discussion leadera was crucial to success. Certain

criteria were agreed upon and application forms were prepared incorporat-

ing some of these criteria: age, year in college, academic major, and

performance level or grade point average (GPA).

In asking these kinds of questIons, the staff was making the

following assumptions about selection criteria: 1) that older stu-

dents could generally be considered more mature and conscientious,

2) that second-year or transfer students regardless of age, would

have the advantage of being better orient d to college life, 3) that

social science majors with an interest either in history or education

were likely to be somewhat better motivated toward such a program, and

4) that students who had a good academic record should be capable of

mastering the necessary material.

There were other, less cangible, criteria--personality factors

emotional stability, enthusiasm communicative abilities, articulate-

ness--which were of obvious importance but which had to be assessed

through interviews rather than questionnaires.

Interviews were set up, during which information was obtained

about the applicant's previous experience, his educational aims, and

his reasons for applying. He was also asked whether he planned to

stay the full year, as it was felt he should serve a whole year in

the interest of leadership continuity. Information from each interview
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was lotted down and attached to the applies ion forms. nther instruc-

tors with whom the applicant had been acquainted we e also interviewed.

Each member of the staff then read over the accumulated in ormation, and

from their evaluations, together with those of the instructor, finalists

were chosen and asked to come back for an interview with the whole staff.

Discussion leaders were selected from this interview.

Admittedly, the process was imnre sionistic, but given the short

time in which the screening had to be done (during the first three weeks)

d the slow response to it among students (many of them, it seemed,

had been reluctant to apply because they assumed from the application

form that the leaders must be "brains"), the selection resulted in what

proved to be a capable and conscientious group of students.

Thirteen were chosen the first term to handle an enrollment of

123 students, resulting in one leader for approximately every ten stu-

dents and two back-up leaders who could fill in for others under special

circumstances. All of the 13 chosen were older students ranging in age

from 18 to 35 and averaging 23 years of age. All were second-year

college students or transfers with lunior or senior standing . es ,

students well orimted to college life. Four new selections had to

be made during the year: three during winter term when enrollment for

the year was at its peak (18), and one during snring term when one of

the back-up leaders dropped out of sehodl. These replacements were.

also older, more mature students. Continuity was thus adhieved and,

partially because of it, a certain esprit de-corps developed among

the leaders.

26
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Leader Seminars. The historian Carl L. Becker once said, "The

inner core of higher learning is the seminar." To rob the phrase of

some of its nobility but none of its essence, the discussion leader

seminar was felt to be in this case the "inner core" of the e e iment;

in and through It, the limits of student leadership potential were

probed, and the effective lev ls of content presentation and complexity

tested.

The concrete purpose of the leaders' seminar was threefold:

1) to acquaint discussion leaders with pedagogical methods, devices,

and techniques which might help them to involve their students in class

discussi 2) to enrich and deepen the discussion leaders' understandirg

of course materials through selected reading and through an exchange

of ideas with the instructors and 3) to expose discussion leaders to

instruction and reading in the methods historians use to record and

interpret the past.

The first of these purposes was based on the assumption that

student leaders would gain confidence in proportion to the knowledge

they acquired of devices and techniques available to lead discussions.

The second purpose was based on the belief that bright, mature students

would benefit from a deeper exposure to course materials and through

it could help enrich his students' understanding as well. The third

purpose rested on the assumption that a knowledge of the methods of

historical research would help the discussion leader both to under-

stand the extra reading and to organize the research prolects spring

term. The following description deals with the pedagogical content of

the seminar which was the responsibility of the instructor.
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Chief among the techniques used to teach pedagogy was that of

making the seminar itself a model of what the leaders might expect in

class. The instructor acted as a discussion leader. At appropriate

lunctures, the various techniques that had been used to encourage

participation were analyzed and discussed. These techniques need not

he described in detail here; they were the standard technioues used

by teachers since Socrates.
15

The point is that no single one of them

was used; instead, several and sometimes all of them were used, de-

pending on the kind of discussion material at hand and its purpose in

the learning situation.

By winter term, the more con cientious leaders (a large majority)

had become confident as well as competent enough to be able to develop

their own styles, techniques and appr aches.
16

By this time almost

all of them had built up a comfortable rapport with their fellow stu-

dents so that very few on-going students requested different leaders

for winter or spring terms even though there were proVisions made for

them to do so. The attitude of discussion leaders-at the beginning of

15These techniques were: the questioning dialogue (the techni-
que built upon deductive methods leading from assumptions to inferences)
discovery questioning (inductive methods leading from commonly shared
facts to general theories and conclusion), the argumentative monologue
(taking an unpopular stand being a "devil's disciple"), the transference
of authority (taking the posture of being uninformed or confused and in
need of the group's help), the use of analogy (building a new concept
by analogy from more commonly shared experiences with which the student
is familiar), role playing (letting the students play at being historical
or symbolic figures), content games (letting the student play "what if?")
and role denial (abdicating one's role as discussion leader, thereby im-
posing tension on the group so that some one or several others will move
to fill the role--often called by our leaders "the shock treatment").

16
0ne discussion leader organized debates, another used a modified

team-teaching technique with some of his better students, another used a
problem-solving approgch assigning special research, and still another
went to great pains preparing simulations of actual events.
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winter term was one of enthusiasm and antici ation reinforced by their

sense of having been successful.

This does not mean that the leaders' seminar could be considered

an unqualified success; indeed, same important qualifications should be

made. It was found that early expectations for discussion leaders

were too high. For example, the first discussion was on the relation-

ship between the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution; but

in spite of the fact that discussion leaders were familiar with both

documents, they were not capable of manipulating what they had learned

about the relationship between them in any other way than the wav in

which they had learned it in the seminar. The result was that discus-

sion leaders tended to revert to "canned" lectures of what they had

learned, which was the very thing it was hoped they would avoid. The

problem was attributed to three things: 1) discussion leaders' inexper-

ience and insecurities 2 too high a level of abstractIon in the

instructor's presentation of materials, and 3) too large a reading

assignment.

Adjustments were made gradually in all of these areas until by

winter term an optional formula had apparently been produced: readings

were limited to two or three articles or segments of books (usually

from good anthologies or "readings" books) which illustrated only the

most important aspects of a particular topic. Interpretive sources

were limited to not more than two, and, when original sources were used,

they were edited to preserve only the bare essentials. The instructor

also used more concrete examples and illustrations of materials during

the seminar discussions stopping more often to make sure everyone under-

stood. In addition, discussion leaders were encouraged to talk with the

29
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instructor during the week, and additional office hours were added to

facilitate consultation.

Toward the middle of winter term a balance was achieved between

"input" and "output" which encouraged deeper exposure and wider reading,

though "canned" lectures in the discussion groups were never completely

eliminated. Still the degree to which the leaders ware able to manipu-

late and translate material for their students was Observably greater

than it had been before, particularly during the last part of wint

term.

Student response on the winter term questionnaire did not wholly

agree with this concept of the discussion groups. Between the two

questionnaires administered fall term, the second one had revealed a

sizable increase over the first questionnaire in the percentage of

those who favored the general format of the course oe discussion

groups had become operative. Yet, the questionnaire taken wint-cr

term showed only lukewarm response to these student-led groups. Some

discuss]. on leaders were scored high, some low' but, on the average,

most of them were scored as only moderately helpful leaders. Among

the negative comments, the most p rsistent one uas "insufficient leader

training." Since other aspects of the course seemed to be operating

successfully and discussion groups were not, in the main, evaluated

as unsuccessful, the instructor continued with the seminar as it had

developed up until that time and, instead, began to visit groups more

frequently. Given the overall demands of the course, further leader-

ship training, either by increasing the number of hours given over to

the seminar, or by increasing the instructor's effort and preparation,

was deemed impossible. For teachers wishing to institute this kind of
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g am, a summer training session for discussion leaders might be in

order, with credit arrangements provided. The project staff were not

discouraged even without such a session since one of their purposes

in selecting the leaders was to provide for a carry-over of experienced

people for the coming year. It is their contention that better train-

ing will be the result of having a core of trained leaders to build

around.

Enrollment and Attendance

It was assumed that enrollment figures each term would give a

reliable indication of the "holding power" of the course and indirectly

the success of the project from term to term. In that respect it was

encouraging to see that only 12 of the 123 students withdrew from the

class during the fall term, and the enrollment in winter term was un 25

percent. The spring term enrollment traditionally down at Lane was

slightly less than winter term, but only by 4 percent, and, as in

preceding terms, the same students tended to came back to the same

leaders.

Nonetheless, attendance was low in several discussion groups

until some measures were taken to gear tests more specifically to dis-

cussion material thereby integrating discussion material more with the

general course material. Yet the instructor and staff never felt justi-

fied in requiring attendance, principally because they felt it served

no useful purpose to force students who either from a lack of interest

or an abundance of knowledge did not wish to attend. Clearly a part of

the student morale would have been sacrificed as well as one of the tools
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for measuring the group's impact--the degree of interest shown hy

voluntary attendance.

During spring term the format of discussion was fundamentally

changed from a structure of participation through reading and discus-

sion to one of participation through research. Each group chose a

major problem or topic for its project and each individual in the group

was to take up one aspect of the major problem or topic and c ntribute

his own findings to the whole. The completed project was then to be

presented by the group in any form or with whatever media the group

desired. Aside from the instructional objective of exposing students

to historical research methods, the whole program was designed to try

to infuse variety (Objective C of the Grant Proposal) into the discus-

sion group's experience (Objective B of the Grant Proposal).

Attendance in the discussion groups rose during spring term.

This was partly due to the fact that a large part of the term's grade

as dependent on these projects. Students could do independent written

projects if they wished but only four students chose to do so; the

rest worked within the group structure. Attendance was not only higher

but more regular than at any other time during the year. Discussion

leaders themselves became deeply involved. They were originally sun-

pose to serve as "ombudsmen" for their groups relaying problems, pro-

viding organizational help, and serving as resource persons. As it

turned out, many of them went beyond these duties to help with the

actual research and presentation. The chief problem became one of dis-

couraging discussion leadera from taking too heavy a burden of their

projects while less-motivated tudents were allowed to shunt their

obligations. Inevitably, the talented and well-motivated students did
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the lion's share, but the minor contributors were far fewer In number

than were the non-attenders of the previous two terms indicating that

a significant number (somewhere around 15 percent) who had not been at

all involved in discussions during the first two terms did become

involved in the last term's work.

Despite this apparent improvement in student support, the spring

term questionnaire revealed an opposite reaction.
17

It was clear from

student responses on this questionnaire that attendance had been im-

proved solely because of the threat of grades. In fact, most student

responses showed that the spring term research project was felt to be

less useful than the discussions of the previous two terms. The maior

reason was that students found the projects less related to what went

in the other sessions. However, even though fewer students supported

the projects those who did were more emphatic in their approval. Per-

haps alternatives to research should have b en offered in each group,

e.g., a mixed group with some in research and some in discussion or

some doing a book review or something like it. The idea had been

suggested but there seemed to be too many difficulties in administering

such a program within the framework of the project.

Two clear points emerged from these evaluations: 1) attendance

figures alone were not an accurate indicator of student interest or

support, and 2) a majority of students approved or disapproved of the

discussion groups pt.ely on the basis of whether they were useful to

them in achieving grades whether they involved students in personal

interaction and participation or not. It was seen from other question-

17See Chapter III, p. 60 ff.



naire responses that student ;nteraction and participation were con-

sidered by students to be important and had, in fact, been achieved

in the course; but, by spring term, it was apparent that this had been

accomplished more through the instructor-student relationships which

had been established in the l_arge class and in office hours. This

forced a change in same of the assumptions about the role of discus-

sion groups in general.

During the spring term the projects produced same excellent

work. The films which two of the groups made have already been m n-

tioned. In addition the projects produced: 1) some valuable acetate

transparencies of the 19201s, 2) several slides of old homes in Eugene

and the new developments which replaced them, 3) a slide and acetate

transparency program on the history of "women's liberation," and 4) a

unioue experiment in multi-media work which was h ld at night for the

benefit of several interested instructors.

Seven of the projects were presented to the class as a whole.

When measured by attendance, the results were disappointing, but when

measured in terms of quality, the results were gratifying. Four of

the presentations were of outstanding quality, one was quite good, one

mediocre, and one quite poor (inadequacy of the latter, partly due to

its being the first presentation, therefore, the one most pressed for

time). Student response from those who attended was enthusiastic, and

discussion leader evaluations were positive.

One evaluation plan failed to materialize: that of using neer

and self-evaluation as a part of the grading in each group. Students

resisted evaluating each other though they readily volunteered self-

evaluation. As it turned out, the brunt of evaluation for individual

3 0
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contributions and effectiveness in the Drolects fell on the discussion

leaders. The class, without dissent accepted this plan as the fairest

ible--an indication, it was thought, of the amount of trust students

had come to place in their discussion leaders by that time.

Evaluation: Discussion Leaders

By virtue of their unique position, discussion leaders shared

the problems, viewpoints, and interests of both the instructor and the

student. It was felt that their evaluation would make an e eciallv

mature appraisal--one upon which Progress could be assessed and guide-

lines for operation provided. The results were gra ifying. Two

written evaluations were asked forone at the end fall and one at

the end of winter term. A grading evaluation and an oral report were

asked for spring term. The oral reports are included in the succeeding

remarks. 1 8

The folio ing iudgments and assessments were those shared among

all the leaders: 1) The large class sessions on Monday were helpful

and often gave discussinn leaders a "launching Dad" for discussion

in their groups. 2) Friday sessions were too vaguely structured and

generally ineffective first term. (Students agreed and the sessions

were changed accordingly.) 3)Study guides were of primary importance

both for test preparation and for discussion group topics. 4) Reserve

reading for the seminar was deemed helpful, but it was felt that the

assignments were burdensome during the first term, an appraisal which

again led to specific changes. 5) The Pedagogical part of the discussion

leader seminar was considered important in that it built the struc-

18Both sets of written evaluations are in the files of the prc-
ject director.
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ture upon which discussion would be based for each succeeding

week.

Most revealing were the discussion leaders assessments of

the discussion g oup experience itself. Nearly all of the discussion

leaders felt that the great majority of students were interested pri-

marily in what the discussion groups could do for their grades, not

in the opportunity it afforded them for participation. Other leader

reports supported this maior point,--e.g., students were too often

unprepared in their reading; several students always exerted pressure

an the discussion leader to lecture; and attendance was always higher

before tests. During spring term, when the group projects comprised

one-half of the grade, the discussion leaders felt the students attended

more because they attached more worth to the discussion group, yet

they also felt that students truly gained more from this experience

than any other. Still, in the minds of discussion leaders, the grad-

ing system was the most powerful single influence on student attendance,

contribution, and participation in the discussion groups--assessments

largely confirmed by the spring term questionnaire.

A very different kind of motivational force operated upon the

discussion leaders themselves. For them, it was the pressure of their

responsibility in guiding and helping ten to a dozen of their peers.

Leaders, without exception, felt that they had learned more, accomp-

lished more, and worked harder than at almost any time in their college

careers, For them the experience was apparently deeply rewarding.

The results of the formal on-going evaluations of the course

throughout the year are discussed elsewhere in this report; however,

one aspect of these evaluations bore directly on course presentation



and content and are thus better recounted here. Students were told

that their comments were needed not only for evalating the total

experiment, but for making term-to-term changes in the course as they

were warranted. It was largely due to student comments combined with

student "feedback" that the test-option used sec--d term was abandoned,

that lectures became more structured during the second term, that the

discussion leaders' tendency to lecture was revealed and discouraged,

that study guides were handed out two weeks rather than one week in

advance during winter and spring terms, and that the idea of the weekly

syllabus was instituted. 19 Thus, when changes were actually made on

the strength of student suggestions, students themselves acquired a

sense of "having a say" both in what was being taught and in how if-

was being taught--a positive factor in maintaining a student morale.

Administrative Considerations

The administration of the course was facilitated vastly by the

cooperation L-! the social science department chairman, Mr. Beals; the

assistant dean of instruction, Mr. Rasmussen; the dean of instruction,

Dr. Case; the scheduling secretary, Miss Piercy; the disbursement and

nay director, Mr. Douda; and the academic and classified staff of the

social science department. No radically new course can be wholly

trouble-free, but, thanks to the combined help of these persons many

problems were solved almost as so n as they arose. The only major

administrative difficulty worth mentioning was thav of scheduling.

The source of the problem was the printed time schedule from

which students registe d at the beginning of each term. There seemed

19 e footnote 13.
7
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to be no way to describe the course so that it would appear to be

simply a regular undergraduate survey course in American history.

The first term's schedule carried a footnote next to the class time

which said "extra hours required." Student feedback later suggested

that this footnote discouraged some students who might otherwise have

registered.

The schedule was changed for winter term with the full coonera-

tion of the registrar's office. The main Monday-Friday lecture period

was listed on a single line, but unlike the fall schedule each of the

14 available discussion hours on Tuesday and Wednesday were listed

beim= it. Though there is no specific way of knowing enough student

comment was heard to indicate that the increased enrollment winter

term might have been even greater had the course not appeared so

complicated to register for in comparison with other history courses

on the same schedule. No alternative for spring term suggested it-

self, and, again, there is no way of knowing precisely how much influ-

ence the schedule had on the slightly lower enrollment that term,

except through some feedback.

Admittedly, student feedback is by nature imprecise, but it

was persistent enough to justify our noting that any variations from

the normal, small class structure of the community college curriculum

stood out glaringly and often confusingly in the college time sche-

dule. Anyone incorporating new approaches that involve radically

different scheduling must try to solve this problem at an early date.
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Instructor Evaluation

There were three major evaluative considerations relating to

the overall objectives of the Grant Proposal which were wholly within

the instructor's purview: 1) the degree to which instructor efficiency

was improved, 2) the instructor's perception of the extent to which

his effectiveness was improved, and 3) the instructor's professional

judgment of the total worth of the experiment.

Instructor Efficiency

The goals set by Objective D of the Grant Proposal to improve

instructor efficiency were realized with minor qualifications. The

exact formula outlined under part 2 of Objective D was followed,

resulting, for the most part, in the savings in time predicted under

part 2, subsection f. 20 One exception was that office hours were

not as efficacious as they might have been. Some kind of package

learning for certain segments of course work not covered in class

might have increased the efficacy of the office hours, as could the

imposition of appointment schedules; but, in the interests of student

morale which, according to questionnaire responses hinged partly on

a.. easy, informal access to the instructor, neither of these strategems

was employed.

In another related area, administrative details of varying

kinds--depavbrental reports, student "adds" or "drops," discussion

group time changes (when they became necessary), student record

20_See Objective D, Grant Proposal.
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tabulations, etc.--all came to the office at times

other than those when the two teaching assistants on the staff were

available. As a result, these tasks, originally intended for them,

had to be handled by the instructor. To compensate, teaching assis-

tants were given more tasks related to the class period itself in-

cluding lectures and panel discussions. As it turned out, this

change proved beneficial; it added variety to the course pres ntation

and was popular among students.

Some remarks are in order about the teaching assistants. It

was ext em ly fortunate for the staff (and course) to have attained

the two that it did. Both had impressive credentials to begin with,

but they added to them immeasurably through their Innovative and

energetic help.
21 They took on the major portion of grading and the

responsibility for arranging audio-visual materials and aids. They

made effective and well-prepared classroom presentations and became

very helpful counselors for students; students, in turn, came to

respect their advice and to rely upon their assistance. Planning,

implementation, and evaluation of the course would have been diffi-

cult if not impossible without them.

Such assistance would be valuable, but not essential for per-

petuating this format in years to come, the reason being that their

work provided enough materials, enough precedents for handling students

21
Robert Ashton--MAT in history from Johns Hopkins University,

one year of high school teaching in American history, progress toward
PhD in Russian history.

Nancy Smith--Honors graduate at the University of Oregon, work
on her MA thesis, 2 years experience as a teaching fellow at the Univer-
sity of Oregon, student teaching in the Eugene Lacondary schools.

40
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and classes, and enough ideas concerning the future of the program that

their duties can be absorbed by the instructor. It is recommended, how-

ever, that some qualified assistant be em loyed during the first year bv

any school wishing to implement such a prolect, or that some compensation

be made to an instructor for summer time preparation which this kind of

program would demand.

Instructor Effectiveness

Students were asked to assess instructor effectiveness through

questionnaires; discussion leaders had to do the same as a part of their

end-of-term reports.
22

This segment is the instructor's self-evaluation

of what he considered to be the impact of this program on his effective-

ness--i.e., of the program's impact on the instructor's energy, enthusias

and interest, without which instructor effectiveness is undermined.

The fact that there were no repetitive class sessIons was of ut-

most importan e as it allowed time for other and more varied tasks and

removed the drudgery of repetition. In the large class, both the highly

strutured and the loosely structured sessions needed careful planning.

As mentioned earlier, these needs were partially sacrificed to the needs

of discussion leaders and the discussion leader seminar dui- ng the first

term. Once a balance was achieved, however, the preparation time for

the large class increased and sessi-ns improved. At the same time

extensive personal contact with students during office hours operated

to "personalize" the class for the instructor as well as for the

student. From an instructor standpoint the "feel" of the

22-See Chapter III, p. 60 ff.



class improved due to a growing sense of mutual trust and of shared

concerns which seemed to make the class pe.donally responsive, atten-

tive, and receptive to changing topics and themes. It is the instructor

impression that these things were mostly the result of his opportunity

to focus on one class rather than several,

The single class format had other advantages as well. For

one thing, guest lectures and panels could be easily scheduled without

repetition. Also it helped produce a sense of instructional continuity

which, together with the variety of instructional contacts with students

in the large class, the small class, the seminar, and in office hours

involving students working with the same general material and partici-

pating in the same class experience, created a feeling of excitement

which translated a whole new set of instructional problems into challenges

to be met rather than obstacles to be overcome.

In a curriculum where repetitive lecture and class sessions are

the rule (i.e. , the small class curriculum), interest inevitably lags

not from yearly repetition of the course, but from multiple repetition

of the same course throughout the year. This is a recognized threat

to instructor morale. In the present Program, however, instru tor inte-

rest was not only sustained but nurtured by his being able to concen-

trate on the historical process unbroken by repetition and undiluted

by multiple focus.

Special Evaluation: Course Content_ and Instructional Objectives

Aside from measuring course objectives through the student

performance on tests, the instructor developed a course content and

instructional objectives questionnaire at the end of the year de igned
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to test the student's grasp of the historical process at work in the

history of the United States and the recurrent themes that emerge from

that process. The same questionnaire asked the students to record

their imp essions of what the instructor did in class--i.e., what they

perceived his t aching methods to be--in order to compare these impres-

sions with what the instructor himself had set out to do and what he

thought he had actually done.
23

The first set of questions (part II of the questionnaire) were

designed to obtain the students' impression of how much emphasis the

instructor placed upon either 1) the development of critical capabili-

ties among the students, or 2) the telling of information and explaining

of materials, concepts, and ideas, or B) the demonstration of concep-

tual relationships. The way in which students responded indicated they

either did not understand the instructions, or they did not understand

the questions, or they could not distinguish between instructional

strategems. If any general result can be noted, it was that students

felt the instructor's primary emphasis was placed on explaining things

to them and secondarily on demonstrating conceptual relationships. In

their minds, the least amount of emphasis among the three was placed

upon development of critical capabilities among students. Again, these

distinctions are not clear, but the tendency mentioned did show up.

For our purposes, the second set of questions (part III) was

more important; also, fortunately, there was less ambiguity and less

chance of misinterpretation here. The five questions in this part were

23
See Course Content Questionnaire, Appendix B also, Infra.,

Chapter II, pp. 7-9.

4:1
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closely related to instructional objectives than to instructional

methods. Without analyzing the data to obtain standard deviations or

correlational criteria, the results showed In general, that objectives

which it was felt a survey course in U.S. history should accomplish

had been accomplished, at least for roughly 70 percent of those res-

ponding (who represented approximately 65 percent of the class).
2 4

Although the results largely speak for themselves, a few com-

ments might prove useful. The responses that the majority chose in

answering questions 4 through 6 represented precisely the instruc-

tional objectives aimed for. In questions 7 and 8 bo.h answers A

and B represented instructional objectives, but in a relationship of

primary and secondary emphasis; in each question the greatest number

of students chose the primary instructional objective over the

secondary objective.

Perhaps the most gratifying results from an instructional

standpoint were obtained from the course content portion of the

questionnaire. Here the object was to probe for the kind of generali-

zations students might have acquired through the course, or from

earlier history courses, or from general knowledge reaffirmed through

the course. The method used was to ask the students to match certain

general themes treated in class with the specific periods of American

24 during thp filThe questionnaire was filled out na exam
Since those who did not respond included several who had taken the
test early, as well as a few who were exempt from taking it, and
selteral more who had other tests to take that day and did not have
the time to fill it in, there seemed to be no reason to assume this
percentage would have been altered radically if the whole class had
responded. This was especially true since among those who did not
respond were students with a wide cross-L....Jtion of earned grades
from A through D and an equally wide variation in interest from non-
attenders through those who never missed a class.

44
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history during which these themes might have been dominant and to

explain their choices. More than one, and up to three themes could

be chosen for any one period. Most students did not take the time

to explain their choices; but all respondents did fill in the match-

ing porticn of the questionnaire.

Student choices were color-coded on a master sheet. The pattern

of these choices, again without detailed analysis, tended to reveal

significant agreement with the themes as they were emphasized in class.

For example, the colonial period was treated in class as one in which

all of the themes mentioned could be observed. On the questionnaire,

student choices reflected that no one was misled into thinking the

period was also a time of awakeming world leadership. The appearance

on the questionnaire of the revolutionary period led to the obvious

choice of the theme of revolution, but the themes of reform and inci-

pient nationalism were dhosen as well, both of which had been emphasized

in class.

Moving furthe , a student's common-sense assumptions might no

have led him to choose "divisiveness" over "imperialism" as the major

theme of the period of manifest destiny; yet the class approach to

manifest destiny was to treat it as the harbinger of the great sec-

tional conflicta case in which the acquisition of vast new lands

thrust the question of slavery and freedom irrevocably into American

politics where tremendously divisive forces were set in motion. Again,

the gradations of choice for themes representing the period of indus-

trialism were almost the mirror of our presentation of that unit in

class. Choices under the periods of the Spanish American War and the

Progressive era reflected similar patterns. America's disillusionment



with wo ld leadership was shown by student choices under the 19201s

and the Denression decade, as the growth of reform spirit was shown

during the New Deal. The emphasis in class on the American accentance

of world responsibility after World War II was likewise revealed, as

was the increasing awareness among Americans of a basic imbalance bet-

ween the demands of liberty and the need for order during the present

period.

The results, again, were not subjected to vigorous analysis,

largely because a questionnaire designed for sophisticated statistic 1

cemnilations would have been too time-consuming and expensive to pre-

pare for the kind of

emerge from the ques

of students absorbed

information deemed desirable. What seemed to

Ionnaire was the fact that a significant number

e measurable knowledge which allowed them to

accurately generalize about the thematic significance of major Periods

of American history, Since the course had deliberately been organized

to reiterate themes, with the hope that students might see in these

recurrent themes the relationship of past to p esent it was felt that

the overall aim of the course had been achieved, Whether this achieve-

ment was the result of the instructional program or not was beyond our

capacity or purpose to show, but there is a iustifiable inference that

such a relationship existed,

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions and recommendations which summarize the entire

report stem from data analysis and the combined -judgment of the project

evaluator and the instructor. The conclusions presented here are merely
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designed to supplement and amplify the final conclusions and recommenda-

tions; judgments made are in the c ntext of what went on in the course

on a day-to-day basis.

The central hypothesis which the project Ias designed to test

was whether a large class could he taught without undermining student

morale or perf rmance. The basic assumpt!.ons of educators and stu-

dents alike were that the two main threats to student morale in a

large class were 1) student anonym and 2) the student's inability

to participate actively in the learning process. Thus, the method

used to test the main hypothesis was to reconstruct the large class

in such a way as to eliminate these two threats.

As reperited in this narrative, student anonymity was attacked

by radically extending offIce hours and by conducting classes as infor-

mally as course structure and content presentation would allow. Both

of these procedures were aimed at increasing individual student-teacher

dialogue. As the questionnaires show, these methods were succ sful;

none of the respondents felt the project class produced any feelings

of student anonymity.

The prob: 'm of the students inability to participate in the

learning process was attacked at two levels: 1) through the use of

the questionnaires an vehicles through which student opinion could

become a force for altering certain aspects of the course, and 2)

through the use of small discussion gr,ups. There were two types of

discussion group activity used during the year: 1) student exchange

on assigned reading and course matarials and 2) problem solving through

group research projects. Although the evaluation and questionnaires

did not agree, the instructor judged the problem °lying approach most

47
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successful in terms of student interest and participation. This assess-

ment was largely because more real student interest was engendered by

tasks than by talk. As has been mentioned, more students approved of

the talk sessions, but their approval was rwt nearly as emphatic.

From an instructor standpoint, the problem-solving approach was

more profitable and more beneficial to learning. There was greater

attendance in thes sessions because grades were attached to the pro-

lects. In the in tructor's judgment, the chief drawback was it fail-

ing to reach this larger number with the group task idea, not in substitut-

ing this idea for the talk sessions. One highly positive result of the

experience was the number of alternativr., it forced the staff to come tro

with which can be used in the future. The talk sessions were not con-

sidered a mistake; they drew out those who found discussionb profitable

and thus opened up alternatives to several students who would not have

benefited from lectures alone, nor participated as much in the large

class. One overriding consideration mu t 'le kept in mind: student res-

ponse to questions about the discussion periods pi,oposed only means of

changing them not of eliminating them, or of substituting something else

for them. Also, students who didn't like to attend these discussions

simply stayed away. Few suggested there should be a return to three

large class sessions per week, and scarcely anyone advoc, Id returning

to the older small-class format.

In the final analysis student response clearly showed that the

project cou se offered ample opportunity for participation to all those

who wished to participate, and that the alternative of discussion groups

was considered bv all to be better than a third class session.
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Thus, the course prolect eliminated the two assumed threats

student morale inherent in the large clasn. Student response was favor-

able and neither Performance nor content was sacrificed. Teacher

efficiency was increased as well as teacher effectiveness, mostly in the

vital area of student-teacher contact. On the basis of these results

it is recommended that school administrators provide room both their

curriculums and in their planning of faciliti=:- for large class formats.

Some instructors are better equipped and better motivated for

large lectures than they are for small classroom exchanges. This la

class unquestionably provided for a more efficient use of the teacher's

time and as a consequence may have resulted in saving taxpayers' money;

and since student morale and performance can be maintained in a large

class, it is recoended that administrators maintain a flexible out-

look about class size. The course methods described in this renort

provide a basic format from which teachers accustomed to the large

class environment and temperamentally suited for it, can construct a

course satisfactory to teachers taxpayers, and students alike.

49
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CHAPTER III

AN INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF THE LARGE CLASS PROJECT

To arrive at an independent evaluation of the project (see State-

ment of the Problem, Objectives and Evaluation, Abstract of the 1"ronosal)

the principal investigator depended most heavily upon the analysis of

the responses to a series of four questionnaires. In addition, he drew

upon infoziiation derived from observation of the class-room situation,

selected interviews with students and staff, and recorded information

such as student grades.

It is the intent of this chapter to review briefly the major

and minor objectives of the project and cite the sources (as well as

limitations) of data that were used to assess the deprree of accomplish-

ment of these objectives. Then befo e treating the findings fully, a

brIef section will be inserted that makes some general comments about

the use of the four questionnaires among other tl-ings, as well as a

brief section describing thel general itudent n ofile of those students

registered for the large class during the three academic terms of the

duration,

Sources of Data in Light o. Project Objectives
_

The malor objective was to maintain student morale and erfor-

mance in a class format more conducive to instructor efficiency and
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effectivess than the usual forma -i.e., three lecture classes a

week.
1 It was asstmed, ii fact that decreasing the time (and energy)

required to make repetitive presentations in the form of class lec-

tures and using the time saved to lengthen office hours for the purpose

of increasing the availability of the instructor for one-to-one contact

between students and instructor, that student morale ane performance

would increase.
2

Student performance was evaluated in part by the grade distribu-

tion of students during the three terms in the U. S. History Prolect as

compared to the grade distributions of students having ti a same instruc-

tor in previous courses in this subject taught under the standard format

(i.e., five three-hour courses per term). Obviously, this evaluation is

not based on a traditional experimental design (control/experimental

1
It is assumed that morale and performance are interrelated. It

would be difficult to assume in general that a student who lacks hope or
confidence in his ability to perform academically in a particular course
or sublect would in fact achieve a satisfactory grade (defined as C or
better) in a given course er subject. It is further assumed that a stu-
dent's confidence would be demonstrated in his level of reported enthus-
iasm for the laree class preject and/or the instructor in addition to his
achievement as measured by course grades.

2
To clarify a bit more, it was assumed that if instructor time is

more efficiently utilized by eliminating repetitive activities and that
time is used for such things as student conferences--helping students with
academic problems in a genu3ne manner--that teacher effectiveness would
increase with tangible positive results in student performance. Again the
abilitv to demonstrate this as well as the general attempt to demonstrate
the direct relation between teaching-learning difficult, to say the
least. The softness of our data is an admitted drawback. (See Chapter I,
Review of Related Research.)

t;-1
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groups taught by the same instructor This kind of exploration oce-

dure was the only practical approach available.

Another aspect of the evaluation of student performance was the

maintenance of attendance records in gross terms only. That is, at

various times (usually once a week) a head count was ma in the large

class m eting, and this count was compared to the actual enrollment

according to the official records of the registrar's office. In addi-

tion, the "turnover rate" was recorded from term to term that is, the

registrar's records were examined to see how many students shifted out

of the proiect to another section of U. S. history at Lane between fall

and winter term and again between winter and spring term. Since the

practice of dropping and adding courses by students is a normal phenomenon

at Lane, it was anticipated that the number of such students might be a

high percentage (10 to 20 percent) of total enrollment.

In addition, self-report attendance information was collected

from the students with specific reference to their attendance in the

small discussion groups. This was cross- h eked with the discussion

leader's attendance head counts.

3
Several reasons exist for the rejection of a traditional experi-

mental design for evaluation of the project. First, given the self-
selection of courses and specific course sections at Lane, the establish-
ment of clearly demonstrable control/experimental groups would have miti-
gated against student freedom to select instructors a:d/or sections of a
course (mar- students work and are restricted in the time of day or days
of the week they are able to meet their class obligations). Second, it
was originally determined that any such project be conducted under the
usual or no: sl constraints found in such an educational environment.
Third, and perhaps most important, the whole thrust of the proiect was to
heighten students' voluntary participation in the various project activ-
ities. Given the general restraining influence to achieve acceptable
gradcs, the project staff did not wish to encumber students with any
more institutional imposed restrictions than absolutely necessary. This
was one of the reasons for not making class attendance mandatory or keep-
ing class attenaance records in the usual manner.

Aer..4
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The major reason for the collection of attendance data at all

was the assumption that attendance was an indicator of student interest.

This indicator is of value only when augmented by data from the question-

naires.

There was an additional reason for making head counts of class

attendance at various times. Those involved in the project wanted to

know if the percentage of attendance was within the general range of

attendance in social science classes taught under the regular format.

The student turnover data were collected because they were

assumed to be an indicator of the holding power of the proiect. If the

rate of students transferring from the proiect to a regular section of

U. S. history was high, this might well indicate that the instructor and/

or the project format was unacceptable to the students.4 The degree of

student participation was measured by the attendance records kept self-

report data from the questionnaire, and 1)servations made by discussion

leaders and the instructor.5

Morale of the students was measured primarily from the student

questionnaires. (See "Student Morale" below.)

The measurement of the efficiency and effectiveness of the tea-

cher is dependent primarily on observationil data collected by ie

4
To determine if students aho changed at term's end did change

for these and/or other reasons, the principal investigator intended
to interview as many of these students as possible. As discussed later,
the rate was so low, this proved to be unnecessary.

5
Th1s aspect of the evaluation is also treated in the instruct°

analysis of the project. See Chapter II.
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principal investigator, the questionnaires, and the assessments made

by the instructor and discussion leaders.

-6
The Questionrires Describeci

A series of four questionnaires was given to students during

the three academic terms during which the project was in operation. The

first two questionnaires were given to students during the fall term,

one before the formation of small discuss_on groups and one after.

Questionnaire Three was given during winter term and Questionnaire Four

during spring term.

The first two questionnaires were generally exploratory in nature

made up essentially of open-end ques:ions. From the responses to these

questionnaires and other information (e.g., student interview and a

review of relatAd research) the last two questionnaires were constructed.

In the last section of this chapter, specJ.fic questions from each

of the four questionnaires will be discussed as to their r lationship to

the achievement of the project objectives. At this point, two general

comments should be made in terms of the use of the questionnaires. First,

all students were encouraged to fill out the questionnaines,
7
but in

Yeeping with the voluntary nature of the prolect, no one was required to

do so. The returns ranged between 51 and 73 percent. However .checks

such as grade distribution of those responding and not responding did

.116M6.

6See Appendix C. Various first-level tabulations and open-ended
responses plus computer printouts on cross tabulations are on file with
the principal investigatc.

7
A variety of en_ouragements were given at the time the question-

naires wer% filled out. Chief among the e was the assurance of anony-
mity.
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indicate that those responding were representative of the total number

of students involved in the project. Second, it was emnhasized thwc the

que tionnaires were a major means of giving feedback to those directing

the project. All attempts we-ee made to gi.a tangible evidence to this

latter point. In fact, it is safe to say that in matters of conduct of

the lecture sessi ns and discussion groups as well as such things as

course tests, the results of the questionnaires in summary form caused

substantial change in aspects of format and substance.8

G neral Profile of Respondents

One section of the first, third, and fourth cuestionnaire asked

studento for certain vital and academic information. To this was added

their course grade from the term in which they completed the questionnaire.

As stated in a prior section, the grade distribution of those responding

to the questionnaire was checked against the general grade profile of all

students enrolled each term to determine the degree of representativeness

of those respcndIng to the total enrolled. It was assumed during the

first term that those not responding were generally students receiving

grades less than C, that is, students who might attend class less gu-

larly and who maintained, at best only marginal interest in the n olect.

However, this check did not reveal any significant difference betw en

the grade profile oi the total enrollment and the resnondent

8See Chapter

9

9
One other check was made. The responses to certain substantive

questions (ir questionnaire number four) of those respondents who remained
in the project all three terms were checked against the responses of all
other respondents. There was no significant difference between the res-
ponses of the two groups.
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At least 81 percent of the student eespondents achieved a grade

of C or better in each of the three terms. The maioritv of the respon-

dents were male, 25 years of age or less, full-time students, graduates

from large high schools (1,000 students or more) and were enrolled in

the corege transfer progrem whether or not they were working toward a

degree at Lane or not. In all cases these majorities ranged from 60 to

over 90 percent. The inference that can be drawn from these data is that

to a large extent, the prolect attracted and held academically-oriented

students. If this assumption is correct, the responses to some of the

substantIve questions especially in the third and fourth questionnai es

can be explained in a more meaningful manner.

Findings

Student performance when measured by course grades was rather

striking. During the fall term 84 of the 123 originally enrolled

received a grade of C or better (68 percent). Fifty-three students

received a grade of A or B. During the winter term, 108 of the 158

originally enrolled received a grade oi C or better (68 percent).

Seventy-seven students received a grade of A or B. During spring term,

Ea of the 152 originally enrolled received L. grade of C or better

(64 percent). Seventy-two students received a grade of A or B.

While this grade profile is significantly higher than grade pro-

files given by tne same instructor in pre-?ious years, this fact alone

cou'.d not attest te the "success" of the project. The instructor who

was also proiect director could have influenced the results. This

possibility was discussed at great length with the instructor prior to

the beginning of the proiect.
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udent le: Attendance AttitudeQ and Turnover Rate

In terms of student attendance in the large group sessions the

general trend was not exceptionally better than student attendance in

general at Lane.

Specifically, gross attendance ran 80 to 85 percent of actual

enrollment figures. On days following malor exams, attendance would

drop below the 80 percent mark, sometimes as low as 60 percent. Very

much the same rate of attendance was found in the small discussion

groups on the basis of the self-report data in questionnaires three and

four. These rates were confirmed by the informal checkine of the

discussion leaders.1° It should be noted that mixed in with computed

figures on attendance were the students that had withdrawn or dropped

the project during each of the three terms. Even so the rate of atten-

dance was disappointing to those working on the prolect.

In discussing this matter with some students during the fir t part

of the year, further confirmation was obtained that this attendance

rate pattern was very close to that found in other college transfer

courses they were registered in. Several students, independent of one

another, suggested two possible explanations of this phenomenon. First

they suggested that many students who were recent graduates from high

school were unable to respond to a more open environment. That is,

students were unaccustomed to the new-found fr edom at the colle

1 °This particular cross check lends credence to the notion that
students were generally honest in their restionses to the questionnaires.
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level. These students, their peers were suggesting, had not yet

found a comp lling substitute for compulsory attendance generally experl-

enced at most elementary and secondary schools. Put somewhat diffe

ently, some students, while enrolled in college for whatever reason,

lack sufficient self-motivation to regularly particitate in the activi-

ties (courses) in which they were enrolled. If this appraisal

correct, it may well he a direct reflection on the custodial ca e

approach typical in secondary schools.

The second and related point that students made on this matter

was that there seemed to he a minority of .tudents that would register

at Lane with little intention of ever seriously pursuing academic studies.

A part of this group in some students' judgment was a minority of those

males who were eligible for the G. I. Bill. The ratIonale for this

particular Point is as follows. Given a lack of motivation and goals

and/or wishing some "recovery" time (an expression used hy one student)

coupled with low tuition (and costs in general for those students living

at home), some returning G. I.s were using their service benefits to su-

port themselves during a period of transition, hy enrolling at Lane.11

Because of the continued interest in attendance, this was a matter

discussed at great length in the discussion leaders' seminar. Their

analysis of whether or not to attempt to institute formal attendance

11In a discussion of this point with Richard Dent, Assistant Direc-
tor of College Entrance Examination Board, Western Region, California,
he stated that preliminary findings from a study conducted by C.E.E.P. of
community colleges in California wh ch are operated at low tuition sup-
ports the assertions of our student informants about a minority of their
peers who are under the G. I. Bill.
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cedures coupled with responses to the same question (questionnaire

number two--question nine) by students led those in charge of the

project to relect the notion. Almost all the discussion leaders and

74 percent of the respondents to the questionnaire argued against

instituting formal attendance procedures. One reason that came through

from both groups was that the time and effort required for such endeavor

was wasteful and unproductive. That is those who would become regular

participants in the class would not Increase significantly by such means

and those who already were regularly attending would in the process be

(as several students phrased it) "put off by the whole thing." In other

words, attendance taking and compulsory attendance were elPmentary id

high school requirements. These people were now in college. There were

nevertheless a minority of the respondents who argued for required atten-

dance with penalties grade-wise for lack of regular attendance

As suggested earlier in the report, the turnover rate of students

from fall to winter terms and again winter to spring terms was obtained

from the records of the college. The intent was to interview those

shifting from the project to another section of U. S. history to determine

their reasons. This was not done, however, because of the rather surprising

results gleaned from the records. Of the 123 students originally enrolled

In the fall term of the class, 69 registered for the winter. Of the 54

students who did not, 32 dropped school, 19 remained in school but took

no history,
12

and only three shifted to another section.

12A spot check of these students indicated that most had already
taken the winter term of U. S. history or had intended to complete their
social science requirement with other courses in the Department.
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The results were almost the same when the records were checked for

the registration from winter to spring tem. Of the original 158 reg-

istered winter term, 78 continued in the project spring term. Of the

80 students who did not, 49 dropped school, 31 remained in school but

took no history (the same spot check was made with this group that was

made with the same category fall to winter term--the results were the

same in terms of reasons for not continuing in U. S. history ), and only

three shifted to another section of U. S. history.

The reasons for this high retention rate may be many, but on eval-

uation of the respon es to the questionnaires, one very pronounced rea-

son seems to be that the students who did not shift into another section

of U. S. hist ry found the project rewarding in terms of their general

academic experience. This point must be modified, however, by other

inferences drawn from the questionnaire data.

With re pect to those students who dropped school, no data were

collected in terms of the impact of the project on their decision. It

is assumed that the project was not the sole or major reason for dropping

school.

In Questionnaire One13 given before the establishment of discussion

groups, the students were aóked about their impressions of large classes

such as those of the project versus the usual size of class found at Lane-

(question 8). The majority of the respondents felt that in a large class

13See Appendix C. There were questions an the questionnaires asked
primarily to give students an opportunity to suggest changes in project
format (see questions 4 and 7, Questionnaire Two, questions 10 and 11,
Questionnaire Three, question 119 Questionnaire Four). These responses
were analkzed with the Project Director and discussion leaders and where
possible, changes were made and students informed of this. The Questions
of this type from Questionnaire Two plus responses to question 119 Question-
naire One also were fruitful in suggesting new questions for succeeding
questionnaires.
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there was less possibility of interchange with the instructor in

discussionquestions and answers. As will be amplified later, this

obiection was not substantially overcome with the establishment of the

discussion groups. The malority of students did not find student

discussion leaders even in a small group setting a sufficient substItute

for class contact with the instructor.

During the third term, when group proiects became the main thrust

of the small discussion groups, efforts were made to include all students

in the identification, selection, and completion of the prolects for some

form of presentation to all students in the experiment. On the basis of

observation, a considerable number of studentspossibly a maloritymade

substantial contributions in each of the discussion sections on the grouts's

Prolect but the number waa short of what was

One reason for this appears to be the general

of their discussion leaders.

Another ch ck on participation in assumed learning acti ities of

the course was the use of reserve readings. Originally, in designing

the course t was decided that the number of outside readings each term

should be kept at a minimum, that they be secIfically related to lec-

tures and discussions, that the various handouts sh uld reflect the

substance of the course, and that some "testing" of the reserve reading

be made in regular examinations. The use of these reserve materials as

checked periodically by examining the checkout cards was disan ointing.

expected and hoped for.

evaluation by the students

A regular but small group'of students, no more than 20 percent including

discussion leaders took advantage of re nwe readings. When students

were asked in Questionnaire Four to rate various sources in order of
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importance both in terms of increasing their knowledge and understanding

of U. S. history as well as Preparation for ex ations (see cuestion

and 6 ), the respondents rated reserve reading last in each case.

neneral student morale as assessed by their int re t and enthusiasm

for the project and/or the instructor was judged to be high. To discover

if the project or the instructor originally attracted students who had

heard about either, several questions were posed in the first question-

naire to determine the state of such knowledge (the _astructor had been

on leave from Lane the prior aced mic year). Specifically, when asked

why they were taking U. S. history (question 1) the large majority (over

65 percent) indicated it was a requirement and/or an interest in U. S.

history. A like majority indicated little prior knowledge of the nature

of the project (questicn 3 and 4). To question 2, asking why they had

signed up for the particular section that was the project, 34 percent

indicated that they had known the instructor or that he had been recommended

to them by a fellow student (in a few cases by their counselor).

Students were also asked for some indication of their p ior experi-

ence with large classes such as the project (question 6) Nearly 60 per-

cent indicated no prior experience, and of the remaining respondents,

half of them indicated a negative experience of one Rind or another while

20 percent of the total respondents indicated a favorable experience.

Students were also asked the question of whether or not they dis-

cussed the question of class size with one another. The question was

raised in the general context of whether or not it was a major concern

to their peers. Seventy-five percent of the respondents indicated

little or no discussion of the matter. Almost with ut exception the
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matter. A fe
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'sans added comments that in essence said that when the

quality of the instructor was high, class size really did not make anv

difference.

On the other hand, 25 percent of the respondents did clearly indi-

cate that small classes were hnportant either because of the close relation-

ship assumed to be engendered between students and instructor or because

of the reputation of Lane Community College for small classes.

It should be noted that these responses were taken during the

fourth week (fall term) of the project and before discussion groups werz,.

established. To two other questions on Questionnaire One (7 and 10)

some revealing comments were made in terms of student reaction to the

project at this early date.

Specifi ally, to question 7 asking the students' impressions

thus far of the project, a majority of the respondents (55 percent)

replied positively in various ways. Most of these comments centered

around the diversity of the group of students and the quality of the

instructor.

Of the remaining responses one-half of them indicated a nega-

tive stance about the project--its size--though even here the reaction

to the instructor was generally good, while the other half took what

was categorized as a neutral stance of waiting to see how things pro-

gressed. Most often this last response centered a ound wanting to see

what developed in the discussion sections.

In response to question 10 as to whether or not at this point in

time they would sign up for the project winter term, not quite 55 percent
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indicated that they would, while half of the remaining respondents were

undecided on the basis of not knowing anything about the discussion group

or being unsure about their own future at Lane. Approximately 15 per-

cent were negative in their attitude toward the project.

When asked later in the fell term about their general impression

f the large lecture class (question 1 on Questionnaire Two) 56 oercent

of the respondents made Positive res thout reservation, while

of the remaining, less than 5 percent responded in a negative fashion.

The remainder, while classified as neutral for tabulation purposes,

held favorable impressions of some aspects of the p oiect, especially

the instruct v and his lectures.

When asked in the same questionnaire (question 10) given at the

end of the fell term whether or not they would sign up for winter term,

74 percent said that they would (a check on second-term enrollment indi-

cated all but two of these did). The remaining indicated that they would

not, but ell except one said they were not signing up because of one of

two reasons; either they already had had the second term of U. S. history

or were "dropping school "

In the following and last question (number 11) the respondents were

asked if they would recommend the prolect to another student. All but

four Percent said they would and nearly all the comments centered around

favorable comments about the instructor.

Per4eived Effectiveness of the Instructor and Discus ion Leade s

In Questionnaire Two, additional exploratory ques ions were raised

in terms of the large class meetings and the small discussion groups.

Three questions were posed in relation to large class lectures and examine-

C4
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tions and the access of the instructor through expanded office hours

in an effort to help students on a one-to-one basis.

The results of question I were cited in the previous subsection

and need not be commented on except as a contrRst to question 3 which

askedfor impressions of the discussion groups. Though in terms of the

t-coded categories established of positive and negative statements,

Positive comments were in the majority (62 percent). In many of the

positive comments as well as nearly all of the negative comments, ques-

tions were raised about the competency of the discussion leaders, e

ally when contrasted with the maior instructor. The training of discus-

sion leaders was in early stages, but there were-nevertheless e ough

questions raised by the student respondents for the major instruct r

and the principal investigator to spend m re time with the discussion

leaders. These responses led in part to a set of questions posed in

Questionnaire Three and Four dealing specifically with student percep-

tions of the value of the dis ussion groups. But before these student

perceptions and other related matters are dealt with, the remaining

student evaluations from Questionnaire Two should be commented upon.

Question 5 asked for an evaluation of the malor instructor's

lectures. Not quite 80 percent responded positively. Generally, in

the negative comments where substantive evaluation was given, as well

as in some of the positive responses, was the suggestion, in essence, for

greater structure in the lectures. Some of the most perceptive comments

dealt with what one student called "smoothing out the flow" of the lec-

tures. Implied in some of these remarks was the student's inability to

see the continuity between individual lectures and between lectures and
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material in the textbook. Though these remark-I were in the minority,

they did indicate a need for some change in the lecture format.

In terms of the examinations during the first term question 6

of the second questionnaire asked the students to evaluate exams in

terms of fairness and approprIateness. Without exception, all respon-

dents replied in a positive manner (even while some of those said that

they simply did not like any examinations). In the following question,

some suggestions referred to having more of ane type of question (e.g.,

essay) than another type (e.g., short answer), but the major suggestion

was to start exams on time.

With released classroom time, the instructor was able to increase

office hours as well as make himself availdble for special appointments

when students could not fit their schedule to his. When asked about his

availability, all :out one who had attempted to see him one or more times

(56 percent of total respondents) found him available and willing to

be of aid. In nearly all cases the aid was found to be helpful accord-

ing to student report, even when it did not pertain to academic matters.

The remaining respondents had made no attempt to see him on any matter.

Questionnaire Three (winter term) attempted to focus on specific

aspects of the large sessions and the discussion groups. The training

sessions for the discussion leaders was well along and it was hoped

that improvement would be observed in the discussion groups. The question-

naire was structured so that the project director would have student

evaluation for each of the discussion leaders for diagn stic purposes.

Taking the discusejoni groups first, specifically the responses to

the first set of three questions (part III of Questionnaire Three) the
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trend seems quite clearly toward the response of moderate aid (Point

three of a five-point scale) in the matter of aiding students in under-

standing the material covered in the Monday lectures and reading assign-

ments. This was true in all groups. Only to the question of aid in

preparing for tl.e mid-term exam did the discussion groups show a general-

ly higher evaluation with resPonses clustered about point twogreet aid.

Two of the tan discussion groups did not, however, measure up to this

rating.

In the second set of three questions (part III of Ouestionnaire

Thre ), the students were asked to rate their own preparation, the

pre aration of their peers, and the preparation of their di cussion

leader for the weekly discussion group. Here, despite responses to

other questions, all the discussion leaders came out as best prepared,

with the most students ranking all but two discussion leaders as al-

ways prepared. The respondents with great consistency ranked their

peers as "prepared half the time" (point three on a five-point scale)

and ranked themselves somewhat higher, the average being 3.5 on a five-

point scale for all but two grouPs.

When these findings are viewed in the light of the responses to

question 11 of the same questionnaire, the general remarks appear to

sustain the responses to the first set of three questions in part III.

In essence, half of those responding to question 11 (23 nercent made

no response at all) made negative comments about the value of the

discussion groups and leaders. Some criticism was made of the leaders/

preparation and the value of the groups in aiding in preparation for

examination, well in line with responses to the rating scales. On

the whole those who made negative comments mentioned the discus i
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leader's teaching style or a nreference for having the majoe instructor

as the discussion leader.

The other half of those responding to this question (a little more

than 38 percent of the total responding to the questionnaire) were gen-

erally positive in terms of their comments about the discussion groups

and leaders. These comments tended to be too varied to discern any

pattern of response.

To be sure that these comments were taken from those that were

essentially regular attenders (those missing no more than two sessIons

out of ten), the students were aaked to rate their attendance, and,

independently, the discussion leaders were asked to rate the attendance

of each of the students in their discussion group. Th se two ratings

in the aggregate sense were remarkably close and the vast majority

making responses were judged on both ratings as being in regular atten-

dance .

To obtain a better idea of students' impressions of the general

project format and the major instructor, questions 7 8 and 10 were

asked of the student on the third questionnaire. 7 reader should

note that questions 7 and 8 were identical except that the student

was asked to respond in terms of "Mr. Simpson as instructor" in ques-

t_lon 7 and "regardless of velo the instructor may be" in question 8.

Specifically, the respondents in question 7 and 8 were asked to

rank four possible alternative formats including the format most commonly

used at Lanesmall classes meeting with a professional teacher two or

three times a week.
14

14
These two questions were modified and u ed again in the final

evaluation spring term.
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At first, the results were somewhat surprising, given the nature

of the mixed annraisal of the discussion groups. The majority of the

respondents to both quest:Ions (52 percent in question 7 and 60 percent

in que tion 8) rated as first choice the format that was currently being

used. A small Percentage (less than ten percent) ranked the format

typically used at Lane as first choice (somewhat larger Percentages but

no more than 20 p rcent ranked this latter format as second or third

choice). The second major first choice was the third item in each ques

tion--that is, somewhat larger discussion groups but with the malor

instructor as discussion leader."

On reflection, these results seem to indicate a high degree of

student support of the project. One obvious im lication that can be

drawn from this particular Part of the evaluation is that the partici-

pants generally favored the kind of course format developed or the

project. One might infer also that while many would prefer the mai r

instructor as discussion leader (a large majority if first and second

choices were tallied togethe ) a majority by first choice were willing

to accept the present format. It would appear, however, if one could

generalize from these findings, most students would prefer a mixture

large class presentations with small discussion groups led by the

major inst uctor. Again, when seen in this light the results of the

tallies to these questions conform to the responses to other questions

about the discussion groups.

This analysis is confirmed by the nature of the responses to

question 10 of Questionnaire Three. The students were asked to comment

about the large lecture classes. Of these tespondIng (20 percent made
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comment) to this question, 91 percent made positive remarks about the

large group sessions with most comments directed at the general qua-

lity of the instructor.

Still something of a puzzle at the time when the third quest on-

naire was analyzed was the increase in percentage of first choice (between

questions 7 and 8) when the student was asked to respond to question 8

(regardless of who the instructor may be). This was one of the reasons

for repeating these questions in the final evaluation.

The fourth questionnaire was designed to amplify on previous find-

ings and to determine, insofar as possible, student appraisal of the

various project devices, both as to general learning and as to achieve-

ment on examinations (see especially question 5 and 6 on the latter

point).

Camputer analysis of the results from Questionnaire Four pro

vided extensive cross tabulation of items from the nrofile questions

of students registered in the spring term with questions 1 through 7

of nat III. Some further cross-tabulations were done between the

cou se grade received at the end of the spring term and responses to

questions 1 through 7, part III. Items 1 through were cross-checked

with large class head counts and discussi n leaders -cords. 0n this

latter point, there was a high degree of correspondence between the

students/ self-report of attendance and the records of discussion leaders.

In al/ of the cross-tabulation, no significant Patterns of res-

ponses emerged, even when grades were cross-tabulated with various res-

ponses in part III. This may have been due to the high percentage of

grades of A, B, and C for the respondents (86 percent). However, this

percentage was not abnormally high when compared to the grade profile

Pim
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fo- all students when the withdrawals were oubtracted from total

orIginal enrollment. When that was done, it was found that 75 per-

cent of those actually enrolled in the project at the time the final

evaluation questionnaire was given, achieved a grade of C or better.

Student Evaluation of Resources and Format of Course

Examination of the responses to question 5 and 6 tended to con-

firm the nrior findings of earlier questionnaires or comply with noints

raised in the chapter on the review of r lated research. Specifically,

the rankings in question 5 indicated in rank order that lectures, basic

textbook (HMA), and study guides were most important in increasing know-

ledge and understanding of U. S. History. Those respondents that selected

any of these three as first choice tended by a substantial maiority to

select the other two resources as second or third. The mid-term examina-

tion and reserve readings were selected least as one of the first three

choices, with the other textbook and the discussion groups ranked fourth

and fifth in frequency of choice among the first three choices.

Simply put students found the lectures, required text and the

study guide--in that order--to be of primary importance for increasing

their knwledge and understanding of U. S. history. This result is

surprising in that lectures were planned primarily to help students

increase their knowledge and understanding of U. S. history and secon-

darily to pass tests. The discussion groups ranked high during the

winter term only in preparing for examination (during the third term,

the discussion groups became vbhicids for specialized prolects that

often appeared to the student respondent not directly related to the
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ments under question llb.

The results on question 6 (ranking of resources useful in pre-

paring for an examination) were different from the results found in

question 5 in the following manner. In terms of the frequency checked,

the first choi e was the basic textbook (HMA) followed hy study guides

and lectures. Again when the respondents selected one of these three

resources as first choice, they tended by a large majority to select

the other two as a second and third choice. This ranking is not

unanticipated since the examinations are in part centered about facts

and concepts found in the text and verbalized in the lectures. The

study guides reflect both of these elements.

No respondents ranked the reserve readings among their first

three choices, and in fact the majority of respondents ranked it last.

On question 6, the discussion groups were ranked among the first three

choices by a very small percentage of the respondents. As mentioned

before, the spring term discussion groups were given over to special

projects essentially, hence the assumed reason for its low ranking as

contrasted with prior evaluations. The other textbook was ranked

four*,':h in terms of the num er of respondents marking it among their

first three choices.

Another question asked related to the previous t o was question

3, "Do you think that Mondays and Fridays a student can miss the large

class meetings more easily than his other classes at Lane?" These

two days were given over to the large group lectures and other related

activities. The division of responses was nearly equal between "Yes"

and "N " but the comments were most revealing. Most of those who
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examinations and/or because they were useful in learning more about

history. Of those responding "Yes,' approximately h lf suggested that

they could miss occasionally because the t xtbooks and _;tudy

guides permitted them to "catch up". These reasons coupled with the

idea that friends who did attend would share their notes covered about

three-quarters of those indicating "Yes " The remainder interpreted

the question as meaning being able to "get away with it" because no roll

was taken. The cross-tabulation on the basis of grades of the respondents

at the end of spring term revealed no p tern. As many C students in

proportion to total C's gi en divided themselves between the two res-

ponses as students receiving A's and B's who responded.

When these responses are tallied by type of comment the findings

do not contradict the ratings related to the importance of the lecture

in questions 5 and 6.

When the results were tallied for question 7 and 8, something of

the s e pattern developed as in the third evaluation. In the fourth

questionnaire, an attempt was made to clarify the choices somewhat. In

both questions, regardless of whether the instructor was s ecified or not,

the majority (over 60 percent in both cases) opted for the class format

in use. Also the majority of the respondents (over 60 percent in question

7 and a little over SO percent in question 8 ) ranked th "usual format

for Lane' last. In question 7 where the instructor was specified, the

third item (small discussion groups led by the major instructor) was the

second chcice by 20 percentage points over the second item (meeting

three times a week in the large group). The response to the same two
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items on question 8 was much less clear-cut. Approximately the same

percentame of the respondents selected each of them as second and/or

third choice.

The comments related to first and fourth choice were revealinm.

As stated earlier, the evaluator was puzzled at the lack of difference

between the two questions when the instructor was specified in one but

not the other. It was hoped that the impact of the instructor could

have been filter d out and thereby facilitate a more accurate judmment

of students' preferences for one format as opposed to the others.

The comments revealed that many students lacked adequate experience

with the kind of format used in the project to resPond without refer-

ence to the major instructor. Some students appeared not to have read

the qu stions carefully. Mew thought them to be identieal questions.

The rejection of the "usual format" by the majority in both ques-

tions was essentially due to two primary reasons. First, students

apparently perceived a lack of diversity in the "usual format." It

must he granted that students who were willing to participate actively

in the project over the three terms could easily find a number of

different things to be involved in, even including becoming an alter-

nate discussion leader. The second thing that came out of the comments

was the notion thac there were many "usual format" classes. Why not

maintain the project that had a different format? These two kinds

of comments would appear to argue for diversity within a class (any

class) and diversity among various class (course) offerings.

Two other questions need to be discussed before moving on to

the general conclusions.
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Ouestion 1 of rart III was raised for essentially informational

purposes. From time to time comments about the adequacy or inadequacy

of the large group classroom were raised by students. This point was

not systematically examined because there was no physical alternative.

It was nevertheless decided to capture a more precise and general rat-

ing by all resoondents. Of those responding to the questionnaire, only

3 percent found the facilIty inadequate for the use it was put to. Of

those who made comments rega:'dless of rating there was no one thing

that stood out by even a small minority as posing any major problem.

However, in the evaluator's udgment the seemingly constant presence

of props and scenery belonging to the Drama Department made the -istruc-

t life difficult at times.

Question 2 was asked simply to obtain a "feel" from the students

as to when a large class is regarded as too large. The question was

stated tocbtain from the students an outer limit. The pattern of res-

ponse appeared to indicate that beyond 200 is too large. Eighty-nine

percent checked points at or prior to 200 with a gradual increase of

percentage for each point up to and including 200. A class of 200

received 28 percent of the respondents' marks.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND POSTSCRIPT

Locked in as sdhools generally are to pa ticular formats of

teaching by a priori assumptions of what professionals and administrators

think is be-t for students and teachers, it is easy to overlook some of

the most fundamental notions of good sense undergirded by a multitude of

empirical evidence. While much of this project may be deemed as "tinkering

with the system" as it now exists, it does follow that any system of school-

ing must stand examination of its procedures if some reform is to take

place. If, during the process of "listening to a different drummer" as

some without the discipline of pedagogy are in these troubled days,

those who at the heart of the teaching process fail to take steps to

reform and renew that system, it may be difficult to make sub tantive

changes later. Whatever small changes can be instituted as a means of

improvement on the basis of reasonable evidence Should not be overlooked.

Those who created this project must make clear that no claims can

be made that the apparent success of the project can be replicated by

others. The structure of the project and its evaluation was not along the

liis of traditional empirical research design. Ouite the contrary,

those who authored the proposal designed it with success in mind. SiMD

1-For those interested in far more extensive criticism of the general
system of schooling in the United States see: Ivan Illich,'Deschcioling
Society (New Yorkl Harper 6 Row, 1971) and Everett Reimer,-An Essay
on Alternatives'inTducation (3rd ed., Cuernavaca, Mexico: Centro Inter-
cultural De Documentadion, 1970)
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they wanted to see if student performance could be maintained (or

increased) as measured essentially by course grades while at the same

time varying the usual class format found at Lane Community College,

and in the process increase the major instructor's efficiency and

effectiveness. The project was structured to these ends and the stu-

dents were made aware of these goals from the beginning.

The students who registered for the Large Class United States

History project were in no way selected, nor once a part of the project

were they required to stay. As pointed out in the chapter on evalua-

tion of the project, a large percentage came and went from term to term.

In reality, by the nature of their being college students, by and large

they were already "prone to succes academically. By the nature of

their presence, at Lane, they had already successfully completed twelve

years of schooling or its equivalent. It was generally assumed that

they had the intellect, emotional stability, and general confidence in

their ability to succeed in school. One assumption that underlay the

project was that academic failure at this level is due to something

other than a lack of mental competence. The question one may raise is

"How can such a project not succeed given its modest goals?"

At the nost-secondary level of education as at lower levels of

schooling, there are few variables of the standard set that have a

demonstrable impact on academic achievement which can be measured by

standardized tests or class grades. Often the assnption is made that

such things as class size, availability of new physical facilities,

expenditure per student or instructor salaries have a causal relation to

academic achievement. There is nothing in the research that would indi-
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cate this.
2

It may be that a masterful teacher in terms of knowledge

of his discipline and adeptness at pedagogy will have some imnact on

academic achievement but there has been little demon t ation of this

in the research. (The difficulty of measuring whether or not a teacher

is a master is large indeed and therefore no such claim can be made for

the major instructor of the p 1ect.)3 The suggestion in the proposal

that an att mpt be made to "measure" student morale is in a real sense

misleading. At this level of schooling (as well as others) the best

measure of student morale obtainable is what students individually and

collectively say about the course and the instructor.

It is therefore within these limitations that the results of

the prolect are reported. In the final analysis, very little can be

claimed for the project itself except that those who were in charge

learned a great deal working with students and asking them what they

thought of the pro ect. It is assumed that the students also eained

something.

2
See especially the Coleman Report (James S. Coleman, Equality

of Educational Opportunity).

3
W. W. Charters, Jr., "The Social Background of Teaching," in

Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. by N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand
el a y PP. 3.
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A Posts pt To The PAoject

Change within the system is, by natuica ethodicae and att too

pLequentty Atow. Vet, in the six months since the pfcaject's comptetion,

the majoA inAtAuctoA haA been abte to devise 4peoi6io comAe changeAt

I) etiminating Aome o the pkaject'S mcice obviouA weaknesses, such

anomatouA gicading methods, insuilitoient discussion LeadeA tAaining, and

a non-inctuAive poup task &lomat; and 2) instituting make deljensibZe

aw/coaches hack aA petioAmance-oAiented pading and diAcuAAton ZeadeA

tAaining in gAoup task di/Laotian. Thus, this ooject hah, usated in

Aationat and caneAut impnavements ate ai which seem to point up th

existence ai a Aeat capability OA meaning6ut change within the system

itseti in spite o4 its p/cesent Zimitations.
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There are conflicting demands on teaching large numbers of students at a
minimum of expense, yet teaching them well. Large classes create an
impersonal teaching situation with little teacher-student contact, or
student participation. Students feel the courses are irrelevant and
this produces a real crises in student morale. Teacher efficiency,
student contact time and subject matter research are all sacrificed
by these traditional large class teaching situations

Objcctives:

To organize a course which will incorporate advantages of efficiency and
economy with advantages of personal involvement, and higher teacher-
student contact, by:
A. Alter the formal lecture-oriented structure of the.large class which

will foster student participation
B. Establish a well directed profitable discussion group utilizing the

creative ilIties of students
C. Offer a variety of educational experiences within the three-hour course
D. Increase teacher efficiency and effectiveness.

Evaluation:

Assess the impact of the proposed teaching methods on student performance'
and morale, as well as the efficiency and effectiveness of the teacher.
Test techniques used in terms of student performance, measured by grades,
attendance records, student capacity and participation results, and note
the teacher's analysis of the degree of success achieved in the term's
experiment.



PROPOSAL FOR TEACHING THE LARGE CLASS
AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL

Statement_of_the Problem

There are two conflicting demands placed on undergraduate institutions

today. On is the demand to teach la ge numbers of students at the minimum

f xpense; the other is to teach them well. These demands are not Iew.

They inhere in the Jeffersonian dictums of the 18th century.
1 They have

beum dealt with, though never reconciled, by each generation sinc .2 Today

the old dilemma is clothed in new words. The taxpayers, for their part,

may ask that the process of attempted reconciliation go on, but the degree

of financial support they are willing-to extend suggests their prioritIes

are efficiency, stability, and economy. The large number of students, be-

coming larger all the time, ask on their part for relevance and personal

involvement which they feel the demands of efficiency and economy have

suborned.

The issue is joined on the concrete level of the large class. In the

universities and larger colleges of this state the large class (one professor

and anywhere from 50 and we tend to forget that 50 is a large class 1-0

500 or 1,000 students) has answered the need for efficiency and economy.

But in the student's mind it has created the problems of impersonal instruction,

1These demands coalesce in the title of Jefferson's "Bill for the More General
Diffusion of True Knowledge" introduced in the Virginia Assembly of 1779.

262 AKGC

2Charles Eliot of Harvard was no more concerned about these conflicting d

mands in 1885 and no more energetic in accepting their challenge than James B.

Conant in 1950. President Eisenhower's Council on Higher Education issued a
bulletin in 1957 which was addressed in major part to the ongoing need to

confront this dilemma.
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student anonymity, and, either in addition to or as a consequence of the

other two, irrelevance. These, in turn, have helped produce a very real

crisis in student morale.

In small colleges and community colleges thwarted student nee s are

catered to; in some cases they form the rationale for the college's existence.

This catering also must take place within the limitations imposed by economy.

Teacher efficiency, therefore, is sacrificed for lawer teacher-student

ratios (an assumed sine qua non for better teaching) and the community

college tea her must repeat his lectures at the expense of preparing for

other lectures on his schedule. At the same time, in these repetitive hours,

he sacrifices student contact ti e and subject matter research.

The student, then, must weigh the advantages of personalized educa ion

in the community colleges against the disadvantages of lowered content stan-

dards which flow from excessive teaching loads. At the university he must

weigh the disadvantages of depersonalized, mechanical courses requiring a

mature self-discipline quite often beyond him against the advantages of

more thorough and more precise content presentation under tt.d direction of

more experienced professors.3

This project proposes to implement and evaluate a method which may help

readjust anew the two conflicting demands in American education. The plan is

to organize a course which would strive to incorporate the advantages of

efficiency and economy inher nt in the large class with the advantages of

personal involvement and a higher degree of teacher-student contact inherent

3phis advantage has often been curtailed of late by the unpopularity. of
"surVey" courses among senior members of department faculties. Often this
is a result of the growing unpopularity aMong students of the depersonal-
izing aspects of the survey course, like the strict lecture method.

84
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in the small class. The focus of planning will be on the large class and

the purpose will to revitalize it for improving student morale while

keeping standards high and efficiency at a maximum. The method could then

be generalized to apply 'co any ,r all institutions of higher education,

regardless of size or educational philosophy.

I bring to this proposal eight years of college teaching experience,

which includes teaching in a small college (EOC), a community college (LCC),

and a university (U. of O.). In addition, I have made a trial run this year

of the method being proposed in a class of 375 students at the U. of O.

A general comment on evaluation is in order at this juncture. Inter-

views during this past year with psychologists educationists, colleagues,

and students have indicated a few principles worth recounting with respect

to evaluating new teaching methods. Professor Lewis R. Goldberg's studies

on the effects of teaching methods on student performance as measured by

grades indicates no correlation between the two.4 In other words, there is

no measurable difference between a studen's performance in a class using one

kind of method (discussion) and his performance in a class using another

(lectur . Not only that, but apparently it does not even matter whether

he likes the course or not (one can "hate" a course and still do well in it).

Professor Goldberg admits one of the problems As in not being able to equate

grades with the total learning that has taken place. One positive correlation,

however, does obtain from these studies - student morale could be improved by

changed (and often continually changing) teaching methods.

The difficulty is, then, that morale does not lend itself to quantified

measL ement in terms Of pe formance. It is a subjective evaluation obtainable

41nterview, November 10, 1969.



only through questionnaires eliciting infor a on unrelated to performance.

Yet, tacitly or explicitly, the chief educational problem at the lower level

- recognized as such by community colleges and universities alike - is one

of student morale.5 Without it the best prepared and delivered lectures

float out the window; the mos, systematic and precisely organized courses

go for naught. With it, the student comes alive and often, irrespective of

performance, asserts the total worth of his experience. Techniques for

encouraging student involvement, self-evaluation, and small group exchange

will be tested and evaluated by questionnaire.6 Despite difficulties already

mentioned, attempts will be made to correlate a pre-planned combination of

these techniques and the other more time-honored techniques of lecture and

discussion with student performance as well as morale. An evaluation will

be made each term and successful alternatives will be incorporated in the

combination of techniques to be used the next term.

Instructor efficiency lends itself to more objective description

terms of time spent, contact-hours gained, new techniques created, subject-

matter research done, academic counseling made available, and will be reported

on at the end of each term. Instructor effectiveness, again a subjective

quantum, will be evaluated by questionnaires. Following Is a list of objec-

tives combined in each case with the procedures by which each objective

might be achieved.

st Obectives and Proced -es

Objective A: To alter the formal, lecture-oriented structure of the larw.

5Prof. Albert Geurard, "The Faculty Speaks 0_t"., Stanford Alumni_Assn. Almanac
PP. 8,9.

6An example of a student-prepared questionnaire is enclosed.

SC.
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class in a way that will foster student participation, enhance

the value of the lecture method, and offer a variety of

educational experiences within the we kly schedule.

Objective A: Hypothetical classroom situation, Social

Science 201. 3 credit hours, 200 students.

1. Monday: Students meet collectively for a lecture by the
professor.

a. This weekly lecture serves the following purposes:

) Introduces the topic for the week.

(2) Stresses appropriate themes.

(3) Provides a series of questions or topics
for discussion.

b. Students are responsible for lecture content nn exams.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday: Students me-L,T: for small
discussion sessions.

a. The class will be divided into groups of , or less
and assigned to one of twenty student leacrs who have
been selected by the professor (method of i,-2,1ection to
be discussed).

b. These groups sign up for a meeting time on a timetable
determined by the availability of space during '/-
above three days. There will be enough choic, .o that
students should have no difficulty fitting discussion
time into their schedules.

Friday: the third meeting is designed to accomodate two
special interest groups, one an accelerated group inte-
rested in analysis, extra reading, and the challenge of
exploring the material in greater depth (subject matter
majors may find these sessions helpful); and the second
a study group interested in improving study skills and in
obtaining a more thorough understanding of the subject
matter.

a. The accelerated sessions: the professor has the oppor-
tunity to treat the material in creative and original
ways, utilizing not only the lecture but guest speakers,
debates between professors, and audio-visual supports.
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The tutorial sessions: these sessions focus on study
skill, exam writing, and analysis of course content
for the student with problems.

c. The studenLs are free to attend either session or
both sessions, depending on their needs and preferences.

i,cjiyy_R: To establish a well-directed, profitable discussion group

experience for the class while utiliz ng the talents of

bright, interested students who rarely have a chance to

exercise creative responsibility in the large class.

Procedures for Ob'ective B:

1. Discussion groups will be led by students selected from

the class on the basis of applications and interview.

(See application form.)

Discussion leaders will meet with the professor one
day each week for a two-hour seminar in teaching methods
and course content (i.e., teaching methods as they re-

late to the transmission of subject matter).

3. A method professor from the Department of Education will
have a part in the project and will help in the follow-

ing ways:

Planning the seminar and the course as a whole in

cooperation with the subject matter professor.

b. Servi g as a resource person for fall and spring

terms.

c. Team teaching the teaching seminar with the subject
matter teacher winter-term. 7

4. Discussion leaders will receive two hours of seminar
credit for the course. (See supporting letter.)

The teaching seminar will be organi:led on an informal

basis, but with the following formal requirements:

7See Maltby vitae; also latent objectives; also procedure C.
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a. An assigned amount of outsIde roadin 0 he
completed each week.

b. A formal evaluative critique of their exper-
ience presented on the order of a term paper.

6. The professor will visit each discussion group at
least once during the term, not in the parson of
evaluatog, but in the person of participant and
guide.

gblective C: To offer a variety of educational experiences within the

scheduled framework of a three-hour course.

Procedures_for .(2121ective C: This objective is achieved by varying the
methods of testing and lecturing; and by usieg a variety
of materials and audio-visual aids during each term.
Combinations selected from the following tentative list
of techniques can be chosen for each term's work and
evaluated both for the purpose of planning the next
term's work, and for reporting on the effectiveness of
their use during the term being evaluated:

1. Testing

a. Oral exams
b. Self-evaluated exams
e. Peer group evaluated exams
d. Objective-computerized exams
e. A combination of two or more of any of those

2. Lecture Format (History)

a Idea-oriented
b. Theme oriented or topic oriented
c. Use of debate with other professors
d. Interdisciplinary discussions

Material and audio-visual aids

a. Text books
h. Additional reading -- what books, how maey,

which are best sui ed for discussion purposes;
student response

c. Use of films, tapes etc. for special sessions. 9

8My own experience suggests that students like to have at least one visitationper term; it supports the student-leader and shows professorial interest inthe discussion experience.

9
-The precise combination of the above as they relate to testing procedures and
as they best lend themselves to evaluation will be analyzed'and formulated bythe method profesor and subject matter professor during the planning session
preceding the course.

C.



NAME:

AGE:

CLASS:

GPA:

SAMPLE APPLICATION FORM

(for Discussion Leader)

MAJOR:

GPA IN MAJOR.:

Former Discus ion and lead rship experience;

List any other experiences that you feel may qualify you for

this position:
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ObiecLive_D: To Increase teacher efficiency and effectiveness at the

community college level.

Procedures for Ohiective D: This objective can be achieved by eliminating

repetitive class sessions and the inefficient expenditures
of time and energy attendant on them. descriptive

formula below explains the procedure:

1. Hypothetical formulation: One teacher with a 15 class

contact hour load and two course preparations.
One course - 12 hours One course - 3 hours

15 Class Contact Hours.: involves two to three lectures
per week or two to three class sessions of varying
kinds each requiring a minimal preparation time of

two to four hours.

2jAparate courses: involves two sets of preparations
on the above model.

Total_Time (excluding student contact, grading, test
preparation, or office hours, and taking 3 hours as an

average preparation time for class sessions and one-
half hour for repreparation of each repetitive session)

= 371/2 hours/week.

Repetitive Time: (i.e. time taken to repeat lectures
or class session, in addition to the quarter or half-
hour needed to reprepare these repeat sssions)
t= 131/2 hours (of which 9 class-contact hours are
repetitive.)

2. Hypothetical formulation under the present proposal.

a. The 12 hour course is reduced to 3 class contact
hours in the large class structure.

b. Lecture preparations are redip_ed from three to

one in number.

c. All repetitive class contact hours.and reprepara-
tion hourS are eliminated and channelled into the

following activities:

1. Teaching se inar - 2 hours

2. Visiting at least two discussion classes per
week - 2 hours

3. Increased student contact hours 5 hours

4. Preparation of Lecture - 10-2- hours



d. Two lecture preparations are eliminated and the
time saved (6 hours) is channelled into seminar
preparation and/or increased student contact hours.

Student contact hours, a phrase which means for the
student how accessible his professor is for personal
consultation, are increased from the minimum 15 to
20-22 hours weekly.

f. Summary: Student contact hours are increased.
Repetitive hours are eliminated. Preparation time
is increased. The professor's time, as well as the
student's is relieved of is "sameness" and infused
with a stimulating variety of duties and tasks.
It is in this last point that teacher effectiveness
can be achieved. 10

Latent _Objectives:

A. To provide an experimental, interdisciplinary format for te cher-

training in subject matter areas.

1. The use of both a subject matter and a "method" pro-
fessor in the planning and teaching of the discussion
leader training seminar should achieve this latent
objective.

To foster inter-institutional cooperation in the vicinity of state

universities or regional colleges with community colleges and other

tw year institutions.

1. Many of the discussion leaders will be education majors.
11

This experiment can lead to the use of transferable edu-
cation credits for participants iA the seminar rather
than subject matter credits, depending on the success
of the experiment as a content-teaching training device.

A course could be developed around the content-teaching
concept for graduate students in education and in sub-
ject matter fields who are interested in college
teaching. Courses like these could serve admirably
as a field work project for these students, utilizing
their help, in turn, for administrative and evaluative
purposes.

10 The Hawthorne principle - You teach better about things that enthuse you and
in an environment that offers a variety of stimulating experiences.

11 During the "trial run" this year, over one-half we e education majors.

S2
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A far-reaching, though perhaps questionable objective
may follow from F.T.E. adjustments made so that sub-
ject matter professors at the larger institutions
could be utili-.ed to team-teach large "survey" courses
with community college teachers. The merging of all
survey courses in that vicinity could eventually result
if such an objective proved desirable.

C. Publication of an article or series of articles for wider dissemination

of the results of this experiment, and participation in college

teaching workshops.

EVALUATION

This proposal is requested for the period of one year, July, 1970 -

July, 1971. During that period of time we will evaluate the impact

the proposed m?.thod for teaching large classes on student performance,

student morale, teacher efficiency, and teacher effectiveness.

The student-led discussion groups give the student participants a

larger share of the responsibility for their own education. I think it

is important to discover whether the student will respond positively to

the opportunity; whether he is capable of it; and if he does not seem to

be, what kind and how much direction is needed to best motivate and

stimulate him.

The following kinds of evaluations are proposed on an academic term

by term basis:

Questionnaires designed to elicit information on teacher effec-
tiveness and student morale as it relates to ) the course

format, and (b) teaching techniques used.

2. Analysis of testing techniques in terms of student pe formance

measured by grades (Grade curve, etc.)
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Analysis of attendance records. (Attendance will be noted
though not required every term) for correlation with perfor_ nce
and possible morale.

4. Analysis of student leader and teaching assistant eval ations for

information on student capacity and participation.

Correlative and comparative analysis of the above and a final
report submitted at the end of the term together with teacher
analysis of the degree of success achieved in that term's experi-

ment.

During each succeeding term the information will be gathered by the

same methods used during the preceding term in order to facilitate an

accurate year-end evaluation which can show the relative degree of

objective-achievement within the format of each term's work and in the

context of the year as a whole. It is hoped that a set of manageable

criteria for use in future courses will evolve out of this kind of

evaluation. It is also hoped that these criteria will leave wide

latitude for the approach, personalities, and temperaments of indi-

vidual teachers, while at the same time providing substantive guide-

lines for implementation of such a course.

A final report will be submitted no later than July 31, 1971.
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PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES

The Project Director's employment during the term of the grant will

be with Lane Community College. The teaching load will be the standard

fifteen hours, twelve hours of U.S. History sections, and three hours of

Black History. LCC has given permission, contingent on this grant,

combine the twelve hours of U.S. History into one class (150-200 students

and made 200 level credit available for discussion leaders. They have

also shown their support for such a plan without the assistance of grant

money. However, it is impossible to explore, improve, expand and most

importantly, to evaluate the impact and result of this radical change

in course method with any measure of competency, completeness, or

consistency without qualified help.

This proposal requires the services of a professor of Education with

special skills in research and Social Science; two teaching assistants

with B.A.'s, one in Education, and one in Social Science (in this case,

History).

The teaching assistants would come from the University of Oregon,

since LCC has no graduate program. Each teachirg assistant qould have

the following responsibilItIes :

1. Attend planning sessions of the professors.

2. Assist administratively (space use planning, study guides, grade
compilation etc.)

3. Analysis of attendance data; grade curves, tests etc.

4 Reading and programming student analysis.

5. Compile and evaluate this data with the professors.

6. Observe each discussion group at least once each term.

rr



This assistance will give the professors the time needed to plan

the sessions in detail, for research, and for consulting with authorities

in such areas as testing ete.

The professors will plan the bulk of the year's work during the

summer session, 1970. The resulzs of these planning sessIons will be

presented to the committee b fore the beginning of the fall quarter.
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PERSONNEL

peter K. SiTpaon, Project Director

Degrees: B. A., University of Wyoming, 1953, History Major
M. A., University of Wyoming, 1962, Major in

History, Minor in Political Science
Ph.D. University of Oregon, History, 1970

Positions:
Assistant Professor, Eastern Oregon College 1962-65
Teaching Assistant, University of Oregon 1966-68
Assistant Professor, Lane Community College 1968-69
Instructor, University of Oregon 1967-70

(Recommendations and other information are available at the

University of Oregon Placement Office

Gregory P. Malttx, Assistant Director

Degrees: B. S., Illinois State 1955 (Nhjor in History)
M. S., Illinois State, 1956 (Major-History; Minor-Education
Ed. D. University of Illinois, 1966

Positions:
History Instructor, High Schools in Illinois 1957-1962
Assistant Professor, Department of Education

University of Oregon 1967-1970
(.42 FTE - Bureau of Educational Research, Education Dept.
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BUDGET

This proposal for improving undergraduate teaching does not require

any change or addition to the plant, the staff, or the libraries of the

institutions involved. The grant aid will be used for personnel, with

the exception of $500 for materials which would include money for pro-

spective computer use.

Personnel

Peter K. Simpson, Assistant Professor
Social Science, paid by Lane
Community College

Gregory P. Maltby, Assistant Professor
Education, University of Oregon (pro rated) $ 2,000 *

Teaching Assistant in Education (one year) 2,700

Teaching Assistant in History (one year) 2,700

Work Study Secretary (200 hours @ $1.50/hr.) 300

Summer Planning Session for Simpson and Maltby 2,500

Other payroll expenses (Employee Benefits @ .102) 104

Materials (computer use etc.) 500

Total $10,804

* Dr. Maltby's services are for the term of the grant, although team teaching
might be used in the future through interinstitutional cooperation (FTE
adjustment) in the manner already used in the LCG geography program.
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APPENDIX B

U.S. History 203
Spring, 1971 Simpson

Cour Content Questionnaire -- Instructional Objectives

Part
--ISM is not_a _test. Look upon it more as an exercise, or even a game.

triarig definitions, match the "periods" and the "themes"
on the attached form in accordance with the instructions below.

Period: a historical Period is a span of past time used to set off a
group of human events, activities, circumstances, attitudes, and habits
of mind which have more in common with each other than they do with the
events, activities, etc. of a Preceding or following span of time. Por
example: the Revolutionary War period as contrasted with the Colonial
period before it, or the New Nationalistic period after it.

Theme: a historical theme is an arbitrarily selected kind of human
activity, circumstance, attitude, or habit of mind which occurs and
recurs in some, many or sometimes all periods of American history. For
example: an overarching dominant theme in American history is that of
the American Sense of mission. There are several less abstract themes
within it, such as imperialism, racism, etc., some of which we would
like to have you identify in this game.

Both periods and themes are what the sciences call classification
schemes. The "Period" is a chronological or time-oriented scheme.
The "theme" is more analogous to the biological scheme of grouping
similar kinds of things (i.e., genus or species). Each period is
unique, but common kinds of things (themes) occur in them all.

Instructions: Place the letter of an appropriate theme or two or
ThFriTinore than one apnlies), but not more than three, in the
blank spaces below each of the periods listed. In the blank column
labeled "Reasons," state briefly the reasons which led you to select
the theme or themes you chose. (Those who have not had all three
terms, or only one term of this course, may wish to try their hand
as well. Be our guest.)

Part II
The following three statements GENERALLY describe WHAT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
DID in teaching this course. Place a 1, 2, or 3 in the blank provided
next to each description to indicate whether it was first, second, or
third in respect to the time and emphasis given to it.

(a) The instructor demonstrated how to make critical evaluations or
Judgments about the material In the course. His assignMents
tests, and research activities principally showed us how to
develop our ability to make these evaluations and judgments.

100



2. (b) The instructor told us about the material in the course_$_ or
explained it in terms of concepts or ideas, or-afrecte-a us to
specific sources where these could be found. His assignments,
tests, or research activities were designed to aid us in re-
calling informational and conceptual material.

The instructor demonstrated how to relate various concepts and
pieces of information within the material of the course, as well
as how to relate the material of the course to other sources or
areas of experience outside it. He developed assignments, tests
and research activities which showed us how to develop relations
ourselves rather than to recall or identify those already made
for us.

Part III
--71:17a-e the letter in each of the following sets which better describes

the GENERAL OUTCOME of this course, or the effect it had on what you

5.

6.

7.

a b
e

a b

a b

a b

did. If neither outdome applies to this course circle letter c,

(a) The course principally reproduced information, skills, or con-
cepts which I already knew or had, at least in substance.

(b) The course provided me with new information, skills or concepts.

(a) The course provided me with specific information, concepts or
skills in the field of study-321E-WEIch the course dealt.

(b) The course provided for me generalized knowledge, concepts or
skills which have increased Mv abilit- to understlnd the field
of study with which the course dealt.

(a) The course helped me to better see the relationship between
problems, issues and events in the past and problems, issues
and events today.

(b) The course helped me to better see the relationship between
.

. the events, the circumstances, the activitles, and the habi s
of mind within certain periods of past history.

(a ) The course gave me new insights into my own attitudes and my
personal system of values, and, thereby, helped me better
know and understand myself.

(b) The course gave me new ways of looking at my peers and elders
in terms of their attitudes and value systems, and, thereby,
helped me better to know and understand people living in the
world around me today.

(a) After taking this course, I have a better understanding of how
historians think about the past and how they interpret it for
our use today.

(b) After taking this course, I have a better understanding of what
historians do in their capacity as professional researchers, and
how they reconstruct facts from the past in order to make them
intelligible for us today.
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APPENDIX C

Evaluation Questionnaires (four)



NAME (Please Print)

STUDENT NUMBER

Code

PART I

Las First Middle Initial

U. S. History, Large Class Project Lane Community College)
Evaluation #1

104



Code

PART II

Please answer all questions by checking the appropriate blank or writing

in the answer.

1. Male
Female

2. Freshman
Sophomore
Other

Age: 20 or less
21 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 35
36 - 40
41 or over

(Please specify how you define yourself f not as
a freshman or sophomore.)

4. Full-time student (10 or more quarter hours this term)
Part-time student (less than 10 quarter hours this term)

5. From which high school did you graduate? (Include name of town and

state)

6. Are you in: the Vocational-Technical program?
the College Transfer pr. -am?

7. What is your major at LCC? (If none, please write "none" in the blank.)

8. Are you seeking a degree or certificate from LCC?

Yes
No

If y221., which one?
If no, for what purpose are you enrolled at LCC?

10-



Code

PART III

The following questions are designed to give us some idea about how
you got into this class, what you think about it thus far and whether or
not you think you will stay in the class beyond fall term. You are not
being asked to "rate" the instructor. Therefore, attempt to separate your
impressions of him from your answers in dealing with the questions that
follow (as unrealistic as this may sound). For example, one of the things
we want to know is what you thtlAk about large class sections such as the
one you are now enrolled in. W. are assuming you have some general im-
pressions about big classes versus small classes--reactions that have
little to do with who the instructor may be or even with the content of
the course. However, if in response to any of the questions that follow,
the kind of person the instructor is appears to be all important, say so
and if possible suggest the reason. There is no hidden intent in these
questions. One of the major things we want to know is whether or not
large classes (100-200 students) have a place at LCC and if so, what needs
to be done to make them workable and acceptable to students. Therefore,
your judgment will be of particular importance. We shall be asking for
it from time to time throughout the year

Another point needs to be made. To some of the follewing questions
the response may be simple and obvious to you but do not assume it is to

us. For example, there is the question, "Why are you taking U. S. history?"
The answer may well be that your course of study requires it or at least
a sequence of some kind in social sciance. If that is the only reason,
say so; but if there are other reasons, please give them. We will assume
that when you give more than one reason in any question, that the order
in which they appear indicates Importancethe first being the most impor-

tant and so on.

1. Why are you taking a course in U. S. history?

2. Why did you sign up for this section of U. S. history? (Some of you

may have known the instructor previously. If this was a factor in
your selecting this section, please indicate. If you registered one
week or more late for this class, please mention this point, as well
as why you picked this particular section.)

ICC
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Did you receive any advice about this particular section of U. S.
history from your counselor? If yes, what was the nature of the a ice?

4. Did you have a clear understanding that there would be small discussion
sections before you signed up for this section?

5. Were the number of different times for discussion sessions sufficient
to pick from so as to not upset your total schedule (including work,
study, coffee breaks, as well as other classes)? What other times
would you suggest?

6. If you have had prior experience with large classes, please indicate
whether the experience was positive or negative and why. If no prior
experience, please write no in the space that follows.

7. Thus far, what is your impression of this large class.? Please
elaborate as much as possible.

107
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8. It is generally assumed that small classes are necessary in vocational-
technical courses where gaining skill in handling tools and equipment
is a major goal. What about other kinds of courses (i.e., college
transfer)? Does the size of the class--all other things being equal--
make any difference? If so, why?

9. If you have discussed the question of class size with other students
at LCC, what do they think about this matter? In other words, is
the question of class size a major concern among students at LCC as
far as you can tell?

10. At th s point do you think you will sign up for this class winter
term? If no, why?

11. Please reflect for a few minutes and then, if you can, write down any
questions you think we should be asking students about this project
(U. S. History, Large Claes Project) in the weeks to come.
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NAME (Please Print)

STUDENT NUMBER

Last First Middle Initial

U. S. History, Large Class Project (Lane Community College)
Evaluation #2
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After a careful review of the responses to the first questionnaire
and discussion with some stndents and Mr. Simpson, the following questions
have emerged as being important to raise in terms of the evaluation of the
Large Class Project.

At this point in the fall term, what is your general impression of the
large class held on Monday and Friday?

2. Do you have any suggestions for changing and/or tmproving the large
class?

Thus far, what is your impression of the small d scussion group you
are attending? If you aTe not attending a-small discussion group
regularly, please indicate this and tell why you are not attending?

Do you have any suggestions for changing and/or improving the small
discussion group?

110
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5. Please give some indication of how you would evaluate the lectures
in the large class thus far.

6. HOW would you evaluate the examinations you have taken this term in
this class? Would you judge them to be fair? Are you tested on mater-
ial you expected to be?

7. 'What suggestions can you make to improve examinations in this cla

8. Whether or not you are having difficulty in this class, have you for any
reason sought out Mr. Simpson during office hours or at some other

time? If so, for what reason(s)? Have you had difficulty in seeing him
during office hours?

9. What do you think of the idea of taking attendance in the small dis-
cussion groups? In the large lecture class? Please explain your view.



Code

10. Will you sign up for winter term? If no, please indicate why.

11. Would you recommend this class to another student? If no, please
suggest why.



NAME (Please Print)

STUDENT NUMBER

Code

PART I

Las First Middle Initial

U. S. History, Large Class Project (Lane Community College)
Evaluation #3--Winter Quarter



PART IIA

PLEASE NOTE

Code

Please fill out this page if you were not registered in this class
fall term or if you were registered but did not complete the first
evaluation form given out during the middle of the fall term.

Please answer all questions by checking the appropriate blank or writing
in the answer.

1. Male
Female

2. Freshman
Sophomore
Other

Age:

(Please specify how you define yourself if not
as a freshman or sophomore.)

20 or less
21 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 35
36 - 40
41 or over

Niiiiiim7MMEMM

4. Full-time student (10 or more quarter hours this term)
Part-time student (lees than 10 quarter hours this term)

5. From which high school did you graduate? (Include name of town and
state)

6. Ara you in: the Vocational-Technical program?
the College Transfer program?

What is your major at LCC? (If none, please write "none" in the blank.)

8. Are you seeking a degree or certificate from LCC?

Yea
No

If yes, which one?
If no, for what purpose are you enrolled at LCC?



Code

PART IIB

1. If you were not in the fall quarter section of this U. S. History
class, please indicate why you registered for this section winter
term. You may have several reasons. If so, list them in order of
importance.

2. Name the discussion leader for your group.

3. What is the day, time of day, and place of meeting for your dis-
cussion group?

4. Have you been regularly attending your discussion group?

Yes
No

5. How milny sessions have you missed this term?

-ite in number)
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PART III

In prior evaluations from the first quarter, the questions asked were
fairly general and covered a wide range of topics. In this questionnaire
we wish to examine the small discussion groups or rather your impression
of the particular discussion group in which you are participating.

Also, in prior evaluations the questions required that you structure your
own response. In this questionnaire you will for the most part be asked
to respond to a set of fixed choices.

On the following items please reflect on your experience in the small
discussion group during winter term (unless otherwise indicated). Since
the discussion groups started late during fall term and the discussion
leaders were relatively new at their task, it would be best to exclude
from your reflections any impressions of the first few meetings.

In terms of your discussion group, respond by checking what, in your
judgment, is the most appropriate answer to each of the following
questions:

Ilas the discussion group been of aid in helping You:

1. Understand the material covered in the Monday lecture

5 indispensable
4 great aid
3 moderate aid
2 little aid
I no aid

2. Understand the ma'arial assigned for reading during the week

5 indispensable
4 great aid
3 moderate aid
2 little aid
I no aid

3. Prepare for the mid-term examination

5 indispensable
4 great aid
3 moderate aid
2 little aid
I no aid
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Rate the following persons in terms of preparation (reading the assi ned
material in advance of class) for the discussion group:

4. Yourself

5 always prepared
4 often prepared
3 prepared half the time
2 seldom prepared
I never prepared

5. The majority of the other members of the class

5 always prepared
4 often prepared
3 prepared half the time
2 seldom prepared
I never prepared

6. The discussion leader (disregard this item if you are a discussion
leader)

5 always prepaed
4 often prepared
3 prepared half the time
2 seldom prepared
1 never prepared
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7. Please rank the following options in terms of your preference. Yourfirst choice should be marked 1; second choice, 2; third choice, 3;and fourth choice, 4. NOTR that the instructor of the course in thesevarious options is to be Mr. Simpson.

Mr. Simpson
as

Instructor

Continue with mid-week small discussion groups withstudent leaders and a group size average of 10. Thelarge group would continue to meet on Mondays andFridays.

Have the mid-week class meeting in the large lectureroom with the instructor and with emphasis on questionsand answers. However, the class would be the size itis on Mondays and Fridays.

Continue the large lecture on Mondays and Fridays withthe instructor, and have the mid-week discussion groupsalso led by the instructor. The sie of the discussiongroups would be 25 to 30 students.

Return to the usual format for such classes at LanethatIs, meet two or three times a week in class groups of -1725.

Please rank the same options again according to the directions given in#7. NOTE, however, that this time no instructor's name is mentioned.What is your preference if you had no choice of instructor?

Regardless
of who the
instructor
may be

Continue with mid-week small discussion groups withstudent leaders and a group size average of 10. Thelarge group would continue to m".et on Mondays andFridays.

Have the mid-week class meeting in the large lectureroom with the instructor and wit17 emphasis on questionsand answers. However, the class would be the size itis on Mondays and Fridays.

Continue the large lecture on Mondays and Fridays withthe instructor, and have the mid-week discussion groupsalso led by the instructor. The size of the discussiongroups would be 25 to 30 students.

Return to the usual format for such classes at Lanethatis, meet two or t'.7ee times a week in class groups of ±25.

11s
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9. With reference to Questions 7 and 8, if you have an option that you
would rate high but was not mentioned, please indicate what it is in
the following space.

Please reflect for a few moments. Do you have any comments to make about
the following?

10. The large lecture classes on Mondays and Fridays

11. The small discussion group

iic



NAME (Please Print)

STUDENT NUMBER

Code

PART I

Last First Middle Initial

U. S. History, Large Class Project (Lane Community College)
Evaluation #4--Spring Quarter



PART II-A

P EASE NOTE

Code

Please fill out this paEe only if you were not registered in this class fall or
winter term or if you were registered but did not complete either the first or
third evaluation form g.Aven out during the middle of the fall and winter terms,

respectively.

Please answer all que tions hy checking the app..opriate blank or writing in the

answer.

1, Male
Female

2. Freshman
Sophomore
Other

kPlease specify how you de
man or sophomore.)

Age: 20 or less
21 25
26 - 30
31 35
36 - 40
41 or over

. ne you self if not as a -resh-

4. Full-time student (10 or more quarter hour8 this term)

Part-time student (less than 10 quarter hours this term)

5. From which high school did you graduate? (Include name of town and state)

Approximately how many students were in your hIgh school?

Are you in: the Vocational-Technical program?
the College Transfer program?

7. What is your major at LCC? (If none, nlee write "none" in the blank.)

8. Are you seeking a degree or certificate from LCC?

Yes
No

If 2...eAL, which one?
If no, for what purpose are you enrolled at LCC?

9. If you were not in the winter term of this U. S. History class, please indi-
cate why you registered for this section spring term. You may have several

reasons. If so, list them in order of importance.



PART II-B

1. Name the discussion project) leader for your group:

2 When and where does yourdiscussion group meet?

Day Time Place

Code

Have you been attending your discussion group regularly?

Yes

No

How many sessions of your discussion group have you missed this term?

(write in number)

4. Have you been attending the large lecture class regularly?

Yes

No

How many sessions of the lecture class have you misscd this term?

(w ite in number)



Code

PART III

The following questions deal with a variety of issues related to Mr. Simpsnn's
class. Many of them emerge from answers to questions in prior evaluations that
some of you have completed. Please respond to each of them as honestly as
possible. In no way will any of your answers be used in judging your grade in
the course. Because of the use of a code number, only the project evaluator
(Mr. Maltby) will know which student responded in a particular way to each
question. The answers to these questions will be of great value in writing the
final report of the large class project.

1. How would you rate this classroom as far as physical arrangements are con-
cernedseating, audibility, visibility, etc.?

superior
adequate
inadequate

Comment if you wish:

2. Check the one point at which you feel a large class, such as the one you
are now in, would become too large in terms of enrollment.

100
125
150
175
200
225
250 or more

3. Do you think that on Mondays and Fridays a student can miss the large class
meetings in this course more easily than his other classes at Lane?

Yes

No

Please give reasons for your answer:



Code

4. Have you had any difficulty in obtaining a confe ence with Mr. Simpson to

discuss your academic problems (if any)?

Yes

No

I have had no reason to see Mr. Simpson

If yes, please indicate what the difficulty was in obt

5. The following is a list of resources related to
and understanding of United States history this
order of importance by writing a 1 in the blank
the second most important and on through T, the

textbook (HMA)

reserve and/or suggested readings

lectures

ning a conference.

Increasing your knowledge
term. Please rank them in
of the most important, a 2 for
least important.

textbook (Hofstadter, American Political_Tradit en)

small discussion (project) group

examination

weekly study guides and other such handouts

If there is some other resource not listed above, please indicate what it is
and suggest how the resource would be rated in terms of increasing your
knowledge and understanding of United States history.

Please put a check o- the scale indicatIng the importance of this resource.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8

most important least important



Code

Please answer this next question only if you took Mr. Simpson's midterm examina-
tion spring quarter or one or more of his examinations winter quarter.

6. The following is a list of resources that should have been useful in preparing
you to take the last examination in Mr. Simpson's class. Pl-ase rank them in
order of importance by writing a 1 in the blank of the most important, a 2 for
the second most important, and on through the least important.

textbook (HMA)

reserve and other suggested readings

lectures

textbook (Hofstadter, American Political Tradition

small discussion group review sessions

weekly study guides and other such handouts

If there is some other resource not listed above, please indicate what it is
and suggest how you would rate the resource as to usefulness in preparing you
to take the last examination.

Please nut a check on the scale indicating the importance of this resource.

/

most important least important



Code

7. Please rank the following options in terms of your preferencP. Your first
choice should be marked 1; second choice, 2; third choice, 3; and fourth choice,
4. (NOTE that the instructor of the course in these various options is to be
Mr. Simpson.)

Mr. Simpson
as

Instructor

Continue the class as it is presently arranged--that is, the
large group meeting with the instructor on Monday and Friday,
and the small discussion or project group led by student
leaders on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. Average size of
small group would be 10.

Meet three times a week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) in
the large group with the instructor. The Wednesday class
would essentially be devoted to questions from the students.

Continue the large group meetings on Monday and Friday with
the instructor and have the mid-week (Tuesday, Wednesday or
Thursday) small discussion or project groups also led by the
instructor. The size of the discussion groups would be 25
to 30 students.

Return to the usual format for social science classes at
Lanethat is, meet three times per week (50 minutes each
time) or two times per week (75 minutes each time) with the
instructor. The class size would he 25.

Please indicate the reason(s) for the selection of your first choice.

Please indicate the reason(s ) for the selection of your fourth choice.

126
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8. Please rank the same options again according to the directions given in #7.
(NOTE, however, that this time no instructor's name is mentioned.)

Regardless
of who the
inst!2uctor
may be

Continue the class as it is presently arranged--that is, the
large group meeting with the instructor on Monday and Friday,
and the small discussion or project grout, led by student
leaders meeting on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. Average
size of small group would be 10.

Meet three times a week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) in
the large group with the instructor. The Wednesday class
would essentially be devoted to questions from the students.

Continue the large group meetings on Monday and Friday with
the instructor and have mid-week (Tuesday, Wednesday or
Thursday) small discussion or project group also led by the
instructor. The size of the discussion groups would be 25
to 30 students.

Return to the usual format for social science claSses at
Lane---that is, meet three times per week (50 minutes each
time) or two times per week (75 minutes each time) with the
instructor. Ths class size would be -I- 25.

Please indicate the reason(s ) for the selection of your first choice,

Please Ladicate the reason(s) for the selection of your fourth choice.
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9. With reference to questions 7 and 8, if you have an option that you would rate
high but was not mentioned, please indicate what it is in the following space.

10. If you were in Mr. 'Aupson's class during winter term, how would you compare
the small discussion group and its activities winter term to the small dis-
cussion (project) fvroup and its activities during spring term? Elaborate on

your answer.

11. Do you have any comments with regard to impr vement of the following areas of

this course? If not, do you have a comment of any other kind?

a) The large lecture classes on Monday and Friday

h) The small discussion project) group

1:i72S


